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ABSTRACT 
 

In this study research, we have examined the Project 
Evaluation and Review Technique, PERT and the Critical Path 
Method CPM/Critical Path Analysis. CPA as Project 
Management tools, among others, and applied them to study 
the Electrical and Mechanical services contract of the School 
of Health Technology Building Project, FUTO, using Network 
Planning and Scheduling approach. We reviewed relevant past 
literature to ascertain the views of professionals in project 
management, and accordingly developed the complete Work 
Breakdown Structure, WBS, of the project into its minutest 
various activities with corresponding duration times and 
resources loading to arrive at the resulting Network Schedule. 
We carried out the analysis to determine the critical and other 
paths, earliest and latest start and finish times, floats 
resource/man power loading and smoothing and other critical 
indices. We showed that the potential problem of -he 
contractor, and in reality contractors, not using PERT/CPM 
Network technique led or would lead to project slip and time 
and cost overruns, all other things being equal. 
Finally, we re-examined and appraised the Bar/Gantt chart 
and PERT'CPM project planning techniques and 
recommended, in addition, efficient resource allocation/ 
scheduling method, use of experienced personnel and the 
application/use of personal computers with suitable 
programme packages to reduce the tedium of iterations.  
KEY WORDS 

Work Breakdown Structure; Scheduling; Network Structure; 
Critical Path; Project Evaluation and Review Technique; 
Building Construction Project; Lead and Lag time. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

 In recent times most contractors tend to bid for contracts 

without first sitting down to thoroughly plan and estimate the 

cost of the contract in terms of technique(s), resources, money 

and time. This in many ways invariably caused cost/time 

overruns as well as project failures and abandonment. The 

foregoing reasons make it imperative that contractors in the 

construction and manufacturing projects and their respective 

employers should be knowledgeable in the best modern project 

management techniques. They should be able to apply these 

techniques in all project executions for the project to be 

successful. This is more so because the construction and 

manufacturing industries are crucial in the structure of the 

Nigerian economy. This assertion becomes necessary and is 

rather reinforced when the role played by the industry is taken 

into account in relation to other facets of the economy. 

The construction industry at any given period may be said to 
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be characterized by the economic and political environment of 

the time in which it is executed. Projects in the construction 

industry may be substantially increased during a booming 

economic period or when a new government has come into 

office and tends to satisfy and patronize her political party 

members through the awards of contracts. Alternatively the 

construction   projects may be taking place during a period of 

depressed economy. Despite the economic and political 

environment which characterizes the construction    industry 

at any given period, best acceptable project management 

techniques to be employed in the contract projects execution 

remain independent of conditions under which they are 

executed. However the consumption or employment    of 

resources may vary, depending on the volume of projects 

executed 

In Nigeria, the apparent high number or incidence of 

abandoned or failed projects over the years have been blamed 

on the economic and socio-political environment in which the 

projects are executed. But this is half truth. We cannot lose 

sight of the results of inadequate project planning, job co-
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ordination and cost control, manifesting through the tendering 

procedure. Other factors that account for this trend are high 

complexities introduced by technological innovations, which 

invariably make most existing planning techniques in the 

industry inadequate. Thus construction schedules are often 

based on the contractor's intuition and experience than on any 

rational analysis of the works to be executed. In the final 

analysis of a failure of a project, the Engineer, the contractor 

and the Government/Employer take blames respectively. This 

study research is undertaken primarily to investigate the 

possibility of eliminating or substantially reducing further the 

incidence of inherent cost/time overruns and project failures 

in project execution. Furthermore, construction works,which 

are becoming   more complex due to technological innovations, 

involve several activities utilizing the services of specialists, 

thus making job co - ordination, time and cost, and resource 

allocation   difficult. It has been observed and noted that     

wrong (faulty) project conceptualization, faulty engineering 

design, inflation and lack of effective executive capacity of 

contracting firms, shortage of quality input materials or 
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materials that are not available within the country and must 

be imported have been responsible for the soaring cost of 

construction project. 

Further dimensions to the high cost of projects are that: 

1. The hitherto common practice for estimators/consultants 

to allot ten percent (10%) of total estimated cost of a 

building project as cost of a list of preliminaries without 

any basis has been in error  

2. The relationship between the percentage cost of 

preliminaries, X, and total construction cost, Y, of a 

project has been found to be an  inverse one which can 

be represented by regressing Y on X; that is, under 

normal circumstances, as the total construction cost 

increases, the percentage cost of Preliminaries decreases 

(Babalola and Jaboro (2001). 

Consequently management of construction firms have 

continually sought for new and better planning, scheduling 

and controlling techniques to cope with the increased 

complexities of data and tight deadlines that characterize the 

construction and other related (manufacturing) industries 
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which we shall attempt to address at best we can in  this 

study research. 

Four integrated project management techniques came into 

prominence since the Second World War. The most recent of 

these techniques are:- 

PERT: Programme Evaluation and Review Technique. 

CPM: Critical Path Method or Analysis (CPA) and the 

variations of them of somewhat earlier origins in the forms of:  

GERT : Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique,  

LOB : Line of Balance and the Gantt or Bar Chart, which were 

introduced between 1914 and 1917. 

3. Project risk analysis and its management in instruction 

contracts has been increasingly recognized as one of the most 

important features of the project manager's tasks in planning 

and controlling construction projects to avoid  cost overruns. 

This study will apply the Gantt or Bar chart secondarily and 

the PERT/CPM primarily in more details, both employing the 

Critical Path, in the Electrical and Mechanical Services project 

of the FUTO School of Health Technology. Furthermore we 

shall relate the PERT/CPM with “Management by 
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Constraints", (MBC).  

Network scheduling or planning technique and its associated 

terminologies –Programme Evaluation and Review Technique  

(PERT), Critical Path Technique/Method (CPM), Least Cost 

Estimating and Scheduling (LCES) and Graphical  Evaluation  

and Review Technique (GERT) were developed out of the need 

to improve planning and evaluate project status and thus 

control the allocation of resources - labour, material 

equipment, plant, customer 'goodwill', time, expenditure of 

capital (cost) and management of personnel. The birth of the 

(popular) critical path method (CPM) which is one of the 

network scheduling techniques was mainly due to the 

inadequacies of the then existing planning techniques as the 

Bar or Gantt Chart, which suffers from, (among other defects), 

the inability to show the interrelationships between the 

various activities in such a way that if a delay in one or more 

activities occurs, it becomes difficult to relate those delays to 

the overall project performance. The method employs the 

concept of network diagramming, involving events and 

activities in such a way as to reveal the interrelationship 
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amongst the various activities in a project. The three distinct 

phases of CPA, namely Planning, Analyzing and scheduling, 

and Controlling allow changes to be carried out very much re 

readily than with any other technique.  

All the three components embodied in project management 

scenarios - planning, scheduling and controlling manifest 

themselves in network scheduling, and planning with time 

estimation and precedence (logical or technological) 

relationships that exist among the different activities (jobs 

elements) making up the project. 

This precedence relationship (sequences as has been said, can 

further be displayed in the form of an arrow diagram or 

directed graph and this has added valuable impetus to the 

technique resulting in more superior presentation. In this way 

it will enable the contractor to assess the relative significance 

in terms of time and cost of each activity towards the 

completion of the work. By its use in tendering for a 

project/contract, a client would be assured of the reality of a 

contractor’s tender or bid. 
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1.1 APPLICATION OF CPA/CPM AND PERT; 

Critical Path Analysis or the Critical Path Method and PERT 

can be used in situations where the start and the finish of the 

task can be identified: continuous or flow production is not 

susceptible to planning by C.P.A.  

The following is a brief summary of some uses of the critical 

path analysis as recommended by Lockyer, (1989); Fogarty: 

(1989). 

1. Overhaul. Plant, equipment, vehicles and buildings, both 

on a routine and on emergency basis. 

2. Construction. Houses, Flats and offices, including all pre-

contract, tendering and design work. 

3. Civil Engineering, Motorways, bridges, road programmes, 

including all pre - contract, tendering and design work. 

4. Town planning, control of tendering and design 

procedures and subsequent building and installation of 

services.  

5. Marketing, Market research, product launching and the 

setting-up and running of advertising campaigns. 

6. Building Design and production of ships. 
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7. Design of cars, machine tools, guided weapons, 

computers, electronics equipment, etc.  

8. Pre - production control of production of jigs, tools, 

fixtures and test equipment. 

9. Product changeover. The changing over from one 

product, or family of products to another, for example, 

"winter" to “summer" goods.  

10. Commissioning and for installation. Power 

generation equipment of all types, and data processing 

plant.  

11. Modification Programmes. The modification of 

existing plant or equipment. 

12. Office Procedures. Investigations into existing 

administrative practices (for example, the preparation   of 

monthly accounts) and the devising and installing of new 

systems.  

13. Service organizations, where many types of service 

out-put can be viewed as projects: Examples include 

consultancy setting up and control of assignments, 

management of a consulting contract, the creation of a 
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television programme, the introduction of a new banking 

service, etc. 

14. Planning and controlling the production of items 

that are custom designed around basic models to meet 

the special requirements of individual customers, e.g 

material- handling systems, truck bodies for utility 

companies, and industrial equipment, etc. 

15.  Project management techniques are also helpful in 

the following types of operations management activities: 

i. Short - range planning - crew changes, equipment 

startups and teardowns. 

ii. Increasing capacity - reducing planned maintenance 

time.  

iii. Calculating manufacturing lead time -based on critical 

path of purchasing, fabrication and assembly. 

iv. Reducing Work in process - reducing the critical path 

of fabrication and assembly.  

We shall apply the study in the particular case of the school of 

Health Technology Building Project of the Federal University of 

Technology, Owerri.  
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Furthermore, the study, as has been indicated, will 

examine empirically the causes of abandonment of projects, 

price variation and claims and cost and time overruns and 

realistic/scientific approaches to finding solutions. 

1.2  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

Over the years, there had been innumerable cases of over 

delayed or totally abandoned construction projects throughout 

the country. This is due to a prevailing economic and socio - 

political environment in which such projects are executed 

(Osememan (1988). Other factors adduced as the causes of 

project delay or abandonment include inadequate scheduling 

of activities, cost and time   controls, job co-ordination and 

resource allocation manifesting through the tendering 

procedures through which construction contracts are 

procured. 

However, as modern construction works become more 

complex, the issues of resource  allocation  and    job 

coordination  become  difficult  and complex,     thereby  

rendering  the  existing  planning   techniques  inadequate. 

Thus, construction  schedules    and  consequent  contract  
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awards  are often based more on how many jobs, especially  

with very high cost values,  a contracting  firm had tendered  

and awarded, rather than on any rational analysis of both the  

contractor' expertise,  his use of proven  network planning  

technique, his personnel, the works to be performed  and  his 

progressive  past  successful performances. 

Given these circumstances and constraints it becomes 

necessary to examine how electrical construction contracts are 

procured, planned and managed with particular emphasis on 

extent to which network scheduling and planning techniques 

are applied. It is also essential to determine the stages in the 

construction contract management process considered most 

critical and the causes of possible cost and time overruns and 

the risks in construction works. If resources, including 

human, material, etc are allocated efficiently and utilized 

effectively, the cases of project  failure  and abandonment  that  

have characterized the construction industry  could  be  

minimized. The Employer, on the other hand must have 

adequately budgeted and provided for reasonably timely 

settlement of valued work to forestall interrupted cash flow. 
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1.3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

This study research is being undertaken with some aims by 

which certain objectives can be achieved, as follows:- 

1. To apply PERT/CPM network Planning, analyzing and 

scheduling and controlling techniques in the electrical and 

mechanical construction contracts in the building 

construction industry. 

2. According to develop an integrated approach for the 

planning and execution of electrical and mechanical 

services construction installation works contact in the 

building industry in Nigeria  

3. The objectives of the study include: 

(i) To adequately schedule the activities involved in the 

electrical/mechanical services contract project.  

(ii)    To eliminate or effectively reduce the time/cost overruns 

that have been inherent in the project execution. 

(iii)  To adequately address the problem of resource scheduling 

and smoothing. 

(iv) To improve the general performance of the electrical/ 

mechanical contract in the building construction 
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industry using the proper network techniques, 

procedures and principles. 

v. To make the Client/Employer of a project understand that 

ensuring contractor’s timely payment for his valued 

work/earned interim certificates would greatly reduce the 

incidence of a project being abandoned. 

1.4 SIGNIIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This research work will be of immense use to all the 

stakeholders in the construction (contract) management 

process. It will thus be useful to  

i  The Electrical/Mechanical services  contractors  in knowing,  

understanding  and  making  the  proper assessment in 

contracts proposals and executions.  

ii   The Client/Employer or owner of a job in making proper  

assessment  of  his prospective customer/contractor and 

budget.  

iii The Electrical/Mechanical  contractor  in  asking   for 

reasonable  price  variations  and making  their estimations 

iv   Both the main and sub contractor of a project can 

conveniently understand each other's programme of work  to  
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assist  each  for  a  successful  timely completion of a project. 

v.  The Engineer/Consultant in supervising and the 

project. 

1.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The work is basically concerned with the panning techniques 

adopted in managing electrical/mechanical construction 

projects in buildings, overhead electrical/construction and 

overhaul of electrical and mechanical engineering works.  It 

also covers the extent of application of network scheduling and 

planning techniques in the management of such construction 

projects at both the pre-and post -     tendering stages, cost 

overruns, and construction    contract    management and 

administration. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 PROJECT: 

In other to carry out an in - depth study and analysis 

literature would be reviewed to ascertain the views of 

professionals in the field of study. It will entail the collection of 

data from both primary and secondary sources. 

Secondary data would be from Journals publications 

textbooks,    learned    Society    Proceedings   and    reputable 

unpublished Ph.D thesis. The primary data would be by oral 

interviews. 

We shall review briefly the history/background of the use 

of suitable methods for project planning, scheduling and 

control, quoting relevant authorities in Programme Evaluation 

and Review Technique (PERT), and Critical Path (CPM). 

Certain characteristics distinguish those tasks most 

suitable for the application of project management techniques. 

These characteristics include the following: Forgarty, et al 

(1989), Adam Jr. and Ebert (1993). 

1. Projects have a definite beginning and end and its 
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activities are clear, distinct and separable. The building 

of a new plant, the hiring and training of an additional 

crew, the design and fabrication of tooling for a new 

product, the installation of a new (substantially 

redesigned) information system etc - all posses this 

characteristic. Whereas installing a new assembly line 

and producing the first acceptable lot constitutes a 

project, running that assembly line for the next month or 

year is more appropriately viewed as an ongoing, 

repetitive no project activity. 

2. Project activities for the most one at- a- time activities for 

the part; isolated by either time or space. The fabrication 

of a single, large pressure vessel might be planned and 

controlled using project management techniques; 

planning and controlling the fabrication and assembly of 

ten such vessels at the facility within the same time 

requires increased application of the principles and 

techniques concerning medium and short range 

planning.  

3. Projects can be subdivided into activities that have 
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definite beginnings and ends: that is the nature of the 

process does not require that activities be initiated 

immediately upon completion of the preceding activity, as 

is the case in certain refining processes where the next 

step must begin immediately due to the inability of the 

material to retain a chemical or physical property for any 

period without incurring sustainable additional expense 

during a holding phase. Thus, the making of steel, the 

refining of gasoline, and the production of ice cream, etc 

are not suited for the application of project management 

techniques, whereas the launching of a space short, the 

construction of a nuclear submarine, and the tear down, 

clearing, and restarting of a bottling line/short-down 

maintenance routine are. 

4. The activities that must be performed to complete the 

project have a definite sequential relationship. There are 

known technological factors that require certain activities 

to be completed before others and that allow other 

activities to be performed simultaneously. Thus each 

activity can be defined with respect to every other activity 
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as preceding, succeeding or independent. Two activities 

that are independent may be performed in any order with 

respect to each other. 

5. An estimate of the time required to complete each activity 

is available. These times are based on an assumed rate of 

the use of materials, personnel, and equipment. For 

example, a time estimate to fabricate an assembly fixture 

is based on the use of personnel and equipment with 

certain capabilities and the availability of the material 

and information requited for fabrication. 

6. The most paramount features of any project, which give 

rise to the four basic characteristics of a project, are in 

terms of the resource limits of the client and are the 

project Cost, Time or Duration, Performance and Risk as 

posited by Andawei (2001). The success of any project 

therefore depends on how well these criteria are planned, 

monitored and controlled. We shall develop these further 

later in this write -up. 

7. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS): is a methodology for 

converting a large-scale project into detailed schedules, 
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for its hundreds and thousands of activities. The work 

breakdown structure is a level- by level breakdown of a 

project's modules. The overall project is subdivided into 

major subcomponents that, in turn, are further 

subdivided into another lower level of more detailed 

subcomponent activities, tasks, and so on. Eventually, all 

the tasks for every activity are identified; commonalities 

(parallel activities) are discovered, and unnecessary 

duplication can be eliminated. After the WBS is 

developed, it can be used to create segments of the 

network structure, which, ultimately, are combined into 

the PERT network for the project. 

2.1 PERT APPROACH- TIME ESTIMATE:  

It is agreed by authorities and authors that the PERT uses a 

stochastic approach based entirely on beta distribution 

derived from probalistic three-time possible estimates for each 

activity, viz. the optimistic time (A), statistically known as the 

zero percentile or the time required to complete the task if all 

goes especially well or the least amount of time an activity is 

expected to consume; the pessimistic time (B), statistically 
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known as the 100 percentile, or the longest time required to 

complete the task if all things go wrong or the greatest amount 

of time an activity is expected to consume; and the most likely 

time (M) statistically known as the mode or the normal time 

required to complete the task in most cases or the single best 

guess of the amount of time an activity is expected to 

consume, assuming normal delays (see Akpan and Chizea 

(2O02) Fogarty et al (1989), Adam et al (1993), Kalavathy  

(2000) 

The A and B times are estimated on the basis that the ability 

of an actual time falling outside their range is about 1 in   100.   

The   expected   activity   time   and   its   variance calculation 

are based on the assumption that the distribution of  activity 

time approaches that of a beta distribution, figure 2.1.  
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2.0 PROFILES OF BETA DISTRIBUTIONS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOURCE: FOGARTY, et al, p. 522. modified probabilistic 

density of the function is given as 

[Akpan and Chizea . (2002), Fogarty, et al (1989) 

f(M) = k (M-A)α     (B-M)β;   –––––––(2.0)   

where 

A ≤ M ≤  B   , and A, B   ≥    O 

Where  

k = Normalized constant  

A= Optimistic time estimate, to 

B = Pessimistic time estimate, tp 

 α,β = Functions of A and B 

M = Most likely time estimate, tm; also normally represented by 
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t in most textbooks. 

Fig 2.0 illustrates the general shapes of two beta distributions. 

In curve 1, it is skewed to the right; the B- time is a greater 

distance from the M - time than the A -time estimate, and the 

expected time, (Te1) is greater than the M -time. Curve 1 

reflects the belief that difficulties that will delay the project are 

most likely to occur. 

In curve 2 just the opposite is true that difficulties that will 

delay the project are not likely to occur. Curve 2 is skewed to 

the left, the A - time is a greater distance from the M – time 

than the B-time and the expected time, (Te2) is less than the 

M time, thus reflecting a higher probability that everything will 

go perfectly.  

 Thus there  are such occasions   when the duration  of 

activities  is not certain or when some amount of variation 

from the average duration is expected for example in 

maintenance \work unexpected snags may occur to increase 

the activity duration, or failures may be found to be less 

serious than had been expected and the activity duration 

reduced. In construction work  jobs may be delayed because of 
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unfavorable weather, late arrival of supplies, etc. in such cases 

it is desirable to be able to use a time distribution rather than 

a single time for activity duration to represent the uncertainly 

that exists. 

 Not infrequently duration time are held to be impossible 

toestimate. However, it is extremely rare to find a situation 

where it is not vital to carry out a task in a limited time: a 

design must be completed  in  such   and   such a time in 

order to allow the product   to  be  sent  to  a customer/shown  

at an exhibition/submitted   to   test  conditions/……..,   and   

equipment usually has to be repaired before a particular date 

in order keep to production going/ allow the chairman to go on 

his holidays  or leave/ avoid a power cut/......... etc. 

Lockyer (1989) and Adam et al (1993) suggested that in 

situations like these it may be useful to proceed as follows: - 

(1) Establish the purpose of the task/project as accurately, 

and in much detail, as possible. Thus using the Work 

Breakdown Structure (WBS) methodology, convert the large-

scale project into detailed schedules, for its thousands of 

activities. Using a level-by-level breakdown of the project into   
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modules, the overall project is subdivided into major 

subcomponents that, in turn, are further  subdivided   into  

another   lower  level  of more  detailed subcomponent 

activities, and so on.  

(ii) Establish any fixed dates. If no completion date is given, 

agree  on a reasonable target completion date. 

(iii ) Assign duration times wherever possible. 

(iv) Break "uncertain" activities into smaller parts, for some 

of which times can   be   readily agreed   since historical data 

are available. 

(v) Examine the residual uncertain areas to see if there are 

any precedents, which can act as guides. 

(vi)  Finally, assign to these uncertain activities as much time 

as possible without over-running the agreed or imposed target 

date.    Reexamine  these activities by asking the question, " 

can activity X be  completed   in   time,   t?,   which   is  a  

more   pointed  and  stimulating question  than,  "How  long 

will it take  to complete activity X?"' furthermore we should 

always separate decisions  on PERT  logic to be  refereed  to 

later in the write up, from the decisions on time . All foregoing 
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quoted authors, etc agree that uncertainty in duration can  be 

accommodated by using PERT which operates by assuming  

that the three time estimates form part of a population obeying  

a  'Beta' β- distribution, so that the 'best' (A), 'worst' (B)  and 

most likely' (M) times can be compounded, and making certain 

assumptions about the distribution to give a single “expected/ 

mean time" (te) used in all calculations, and the variance (δ2) 

as follows: -                                                 

te    = A+B+ 4m         eqn (2.1) 
                 6 
 

 and variance  

vt, (σ2)    = (BAeqn     (2.2) 
or 

     σ2   =  B-A 2 
               6 
 

S.D =  σ      =      B –A 2     =   B  -A                        egn2.3                                                                    
                            6                 6                                                                                      
 

Or   = tB - tA  
              6 
where   M = the most likely duration time estimate of the 

activity 
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A   = the optimistic estimate of the activity duration  

B  =  the pessimistic estimate of the activity duration  

te  = expected time of the mean of the  distribution of the 

estimated times. 

S D = σ  = the standard deviation or variability of an activity 

(which is a measure of the spread of the distribution or the 

range between the estimated values divided by six (6). The 

derivation of the above formulae is given by Bathersby,  

A(1970). The standard deviation (S.D.) at each node is given by 

S. D =     (V T)2  =      V2, say.  

If three activities are on the critical path, the standard 

deviation be 

 S.D   =    V12 +V22 +V32   …………………………..eqn 2.4 

PERT methodology   uses these assumptions to calculate 

critical project indices such as the earliest starting and latest 

starting times/dates of individual activities, similar to what is 

obtained in the CPM to which we shall refer to later. The use of 

the time estimates - optimistic, most likely and pessimistic –

would thus permit the calculation of expected times and 

variance estimates for each activity for a whole project. 
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For example, let the three time estimates for  a  typical 

activity K, in units of time, weeks, days, etc be 

A   = 4 

M = 5 

B = 8 

Then  

Te  = 4+ 4x5 +8      = 4+20 +8      = 5.33 
               6                    6 
 
 
δ2     =  8 – 4  2     0.44 
                 6 
 
 
 
δ=           8 - 4  2         =             1     2                      2         2      

                       6                      6                     3 
 
 
 
  = 2       = 0.67 
                  3 

The time distribution is similar to that shown in fig. 2.1  

Fig. 2.1  DISTRIBUTION OF TIMES FOR ACTIVITY K 

 
   4                        5                                                                      8  
 
                                                    time 
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2.2 PROBABIHTY OF  ACHIEVING/MEETING 

SCHHEDULED/SPECIFIED DUE DATES: 

From Akpan and Chizea (2002) we infer as follows:  

Supposing m independent activities are to be performed in 

sequence. t1, t2 t3, …. t4 are the respective actual durations of 

activities. It is assumed that these are random variables with 

true mean of µ1 µ2 µ3……….. µ4 and true variances of σ12,   σ 22,  

σ32   σ42 

The actual times arc not known, until the activities arc carried 

out.  

Then the total, time, defined as T is given by T = t1  +t2 + 

t3 + ..........+ tm (with respect to the critical path and also 

random with its distribution too). By the central limit 

Theorem, with m large and the variables independent, the  

distribution   of T is approximately normal, bell - shaped with 

mean µ, and variance VT or σ2  which arc given by  

tµ   =  µ1 + µ2  + µ3…………+ µm………………..eqn    2.5 

VT    +σ12  + σ22  + σ32 +…………+ σm2……………eqn2.6From 

the foregoing, Fogarty, et al conclude that for- a project's  

completion   probability distribution,  since the time required 
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to  complete  each activity is a random variable, the expected 

time to  complete the entire project (the sum of the critical 

path expected times) is also a random variable. The variance of 

the expected time is equal to the sum of the activities on the 

critical path. 

Thus 

                  

TE       = Σ tei      ; σT2       = Σ σti2 ………………….eng 

 where 

TE is the expected time required to complete the project. 

 σT2 is   the  variance   of   the   distribution   of  estimated  

project completion time. 

Σt2 is the variance of expected activity completion time. 

tei  is the estimated average element time. 

 i  represents  activities on the critical path.  

 k  is the number of activities on the critical path. 

This enables us to use the table of areas under the 

normal curve (Appendix- Table   1.) to calculate the probability 

of the project being completed within specific time frames. 

Accordingly if we wish to predict the probability of meeting a 

K                                               K 

t =1                                          t =1 
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specified due date, which is  usually represented  by the 

portion of the area under  the curve to  the left of the ordinate, 

of the scheduled date,the area can be obtained from the 

normal distribution tables if  the   diagram is first  converted 

to a standardized scale. Thus we must calculate the number of 

standard deviations a desired completion date/ time is from 

the average /mean completion time. The Z- statistics of the 

normal distribution table is normally employed and it is given 

by 

Z = TD – TE…………………………………………………eqn 2.S8 
          
    
where 

TD  = the  desired  completion date/ time  

TE = the expected time required to  complete the project.  

Z = number of standard deviations separating  T andTE. 

Or Z= standardized  value of required ordinate, ie the 

scheduled date. 

σ= the standard   deviation of  the expected time required  to 

completing the project or sum of  variances of the path. 

Suppose the mean at a terminal  node (considering the critical 

path) be given as te, the probability of meeting this due date is 

Q 
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thus given also as, using eqn. 2.3, 

 
Probability (P) =te - tµ. 
                          SD   
 
If te is  given as 19 days and the calculated mean, tµ ,using 

eqn.. 2.3  from all the activities under consideration is 17.5 

days, with a standard derivation of 1.65, then 

p =  19- 17.5       -0.91 
1.65 
 

From the normal distribution table, 0.91 is represented by an 

area of 0.3188. 19 days is greater than (to the right of) the 

calculated completion mean of 17. 5 days represented by an 

area of 0.5. Accordingly the expected due date thus is + 0.5 

+0.3188 which is equal to 0.8188. 

This value is thus 81.88% or 82%, which is the percentage 

completion on day 19. This means that the management is 

accepting the 18% chance of not archiving the scheduled date 

as realistic. Alternatively it means that if the project is 

performed 100 times under   the same conditions, there will   

be   81.88 occasions for this job to be completed in 19 days.  

The following guidelines are recommended when using this 
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methodology: (as stated by Akpan and Chizea (2000), 

Slavathy(2000), Lockyer (1989):  

(a) The variance VT for the initial or starting network event 

is set at zero. 

 (b) The variance for the succeeding event (j) is determined as 

the sum of the preceding events (j) variance and the variance 

VT (I-J) of the activity connecting the two events. This 

relationship holds except at merger events. 

(c) At a merger event the VT selected for the event is that along 

the path that gives the longest variance. This is similar to what 

obtained during the forward pass computations. 

(d) If the objective is to determine the variance of the terminal 

or sink event then only the activities along the critical path is 

of interest. However if the project network is made up of more 

than one critical path, the path with the larger or largest 

variance determines the variance of terminal event. 

We may apply this method further in either of two ways. 

Assuming that our hypothetical project has a critical path 

consisting of activities A, B, P, D, F, I, K, M, L, N and O. The 

estimated times to complete each   activity,   te,   from   their   
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three-times   estimates,   and   their corresponding variances, 

a2t, as follows: U; 2.0, 3.1, 0, 5.0, 6.0, 3.17, 5.33, 1.13, 1.0, 

3.07 and 1.33 Note the te = 0 implies a dummy activity.  

2t :0.018, 0.188, 0, 0.444, 0.218, 0.25, 0.444, 0.04, 0, 0, 0.018 

and 0.lll. 

The expected time required to complete the project is 

TE = 2.0 + 3.1+ 0 + 5.0 + 6.0 + 3.17+ 5.33 + 1.13+ 1.0'- 3.07 

+ 1.33 

=31.13. 

σ2T = 0.018 + 0.188+ 0+ 0.44+ 0.218 » 0.25+ 0.044+ 0.04+ 

0+.018+ 0.111. 

= 1.731 

 Standard deviation σT  =    σ2T     =        (1.731)1/2   

= 1.316 

 Using the table of areas under the normal curve, we then can 

calculate the probability of the project being completed in 

30weeks or 35 weeks, as follows: 

 To answer the question, we must calculate the number of   

standard deviations   a   desired   completion   time   is  from,   

the average completion time. Thus using eqn. 2.8,  
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Z = 30-31. 13   =  - 0.86 
        1.316 
 
 
 Using Appendix,   Table 1, the area of the curve from the 

mean to 0.86 standard    deviations   is   equal   to   0.3051.    

Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationship of TD30, TD35, and TE, in 

addition to probability of their occurrence.  

In the case of TD30,), TD is less  than  the average;  thus the 

probability represented by the area between TE and TD 

FIG 2,2 RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN   TIMES,  

STANDARD  DEVIATIONS AND PROBABILITIES. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOURCE  FOGARTY et al p.526  
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completing the project on or beforeTD30. 

Thus  

P ( TD ≥30) = 0.50-0.3051 

=0.1949 

 Because TD35  in the second case is greater than the TE, the  

probability represented by the area between TE and TD35  is 

added  to 0.50  to determine the probability,  P (TD) of 

completing the  project on or before TD35. Performing these 

calculations when TD equals 35.0 weeks gives the following: 

Z = 35-31. 13     =     2.94 
           1 .316 
Referring again to the area of a standard normal distribution 

(Appendix Table 1), we find that the area of the curve between 

the mean and 2.94 standard deviations is 0.4984. Thus 

P (TD ≤ 35.0)  = 0.50 + 0.4984  

= 0.9984 

The foregoing calculations indicate that there is a 99.84 

percent probability that the project will be completed within 35 

weeks. This is misleading because it is assumes a 100 percent 

probability of completing the activities on all other paths 

within 35 weeks. Calculating the exact probability of 
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completing a project within a time period greater than TE is   

not straight forward. Subtracting the sum of the probabilities 

of the different paths requiring a time greater than TE from 1 - 

that is I.0- Σ P (TE > TD) - will give a conservative probability 

estimate due to the interdependence of the paths. One clear 

indication that a second path may take the place of the critical 

path is if a near critical path has a high variance. Method of 

simulation may also be used to estimate the probability of TD 

when TD > TE.  However this method is not considered for this 

study. 

In conclusion, our time estimates and calculations 

indicate that it is almost certain that the project will be 

completed within 35 weeks and that there is slightly more 

than a 19 percent (19.49 %) probability that the project will be 

completed within 30 weeks, a period less than TE. Wild (1980) 

has criticism, though, for the use of time -three estimates. The 

assumptions underlying the use of probabilities in the way of 

three time estimates in network analysis are, to say the least, 

of doubtful validity. The assumptions that the distribution for 

each activity duration corresponds to a 'beta' distribution and 
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that the distribution of the duration of a sequence of activities 

can be regarded as 'normal' are not based on thorough 

research and should be regarded only as empirical rules 

which, over a period of time, have been found to work. 

Furthermore In calculating the probability on project end 

dates, only the critical path Is used, but where the duration of 

each activity in the network is uncertain any path through the 

network has a certain probability of being critical and we 

should perhaps examine more than one path. 

Thus, suppose that in a network in which most of the 

activities durations are uncertain, the critical path has an 

expected duration of 16 days and a standard derivation of 1 

day.  In the same network there is a path of expected duration 

15 days   with a standard derivation of 3 days.  According to 

the usual practice we ought to consider only the critical path 

in calculating our probabilities, but to do so in this case would 

mislead us 

 since there is a possibility that it will be the second path, 

which will determine the project duration (fig. 2.3) 
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Fig 2.3 CRITICAL AND  SUB-CRITICAL PATHS 

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

SOURCE: WILD, R.   P.3O7 

Had our scheduled completion date been day 19 then, 

considering the critical path only, we would be almost certain 

of meeting it, but the probability would be less if we 

considered the sub-critical  path  since,  although  the 

expected  duration  of this   path is shorter, it is subject to 

greater variance. 

 We can illustrate and confirm the forgoing using the 

hypothetical example fig. 2.4 below where we can  

(a)  calculate the expected project duration and  

(b)  determine also the probability of completing the project 

by day18 or earlier, for given three time estimates of the 
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duration of each activity;  

Fig 2.4 HYPOTHETICAL WET WORK 

 

 

 

SOLUTION : 

                  t 
Activity      DAYS      σ2       
   A              2 4/36 
   B              7 4/36 

   C              2 4/36 
   D              4.33 64/36 
   E               4 4/36 
   F               3 4/36 
   G              6 64/36 

   H              4 16/36 
 

 

 

a) using the forward and backward pass network 

computation methods, the expected, project duration =17 

days. 

b)  Considering critical path A, B, E, H: 

A 
(1,2,3) 

B 
(6,7,8) A 

(2,4,6) 

        F 
(3,4,5) 

        B 
(1,4,9) 

        C 
(1,2,3)    G 

(1,2,3) 

A 
(1,2,3) 

B 
(6,7,8) A 

(2,4,6) 

        F 
(3,4,5) 

        B 
(1,4,9) 

        C 
(1,2,3)    G 

(1,2,3) 
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TE   = 17 

σ2  =4/36 + 4/36 + 4/36 + 16/36  

= 0.776. 

X =TD  -TE   = 18  -17 
        σ                       

0.776 

    = 1.14 

From normal probability tables, x =87.3% 

considering sub critical path A D ,G,H,  

TE = 2 + 4.33 + 6 + 4  

= 16.33 

σ2 = 4/36 + 64/36 +64/36 + 16/36  

= 4.1 

X  = TD  -TE      = 18  -17 
 σ                       

4.1 

= 0.825  ≈ 0.83 

From normal probability tables, x   = 79.6%. 

Thu in using three-activity duration time estimates to 

calculate the probabilities of completing projects on or before   

given scheduled completion dates, it is important to consider 

sub-critical paths. This is particularly important when the 
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length of such paths approaches the length of the critical path, 

and also where the duration of the activities on such paths is 

subject to comparatively large variance. Wild (1980) further 

posits that unless jobs have been done before, it is often 

difficult to obtain accurate estimates of activity durations. One 

advantage of multiple estimates it that it encourages people to 

commit themselves to estimates when, they might be reluctant 

to give a single, deterministic estimate.  But if the multiple 

time estimates   is used principally for this reason, then there 

is little to be said for using these figures and subsequently 

calculating project durations and probabilities to several 

places of decimals. In such cases it may be sufficient merely to 

take the average of the three   estimates - in fact many 

computer programmes.  Provide this facility. 

Krajewski   and Ritzman (1987) and Kalavathy (2000) 

summarize the network modeling procedures with the PERT to 

analysis a project as follows:- 

1 Draws the project arrow - on are network . 

2 Estimate the time statistic - optimistic, pessimistic, most 

likely duration times for each activity. 
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3 compute   the  expected  duration  of each  activity  using  

the  

Te    =    A+B + 4M 
   6 
 
Also computer the  expected variance, 

σ2  =    B – A  2 
                 6               of each activity. 
 
4 computer the earliest start, earliest finish, latest start , 

latest finish, total float, free float, independent float and slack 

of each activity,  using the forward and backward pass 

computations. 

5 Determine the critical path and identify the critical 

activities, 

6 Compute  the project length variance, σ, 2 which is the 

sum of the  varianice  of all  the  critical  activities  and hence  

find  the standard  deviation  of the project length, σ. 

7 Calculate the standard normal variable, 

Z  = TN –– TE,   where TN is the scheduled time /date 
  σ 
 to completed  project, 

TE  =  normal expected project length duration, 

σ  = Expected standard deviation of the project length, using  
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the normal curve table, we can estimate the probability of 

completing the project within a specified new date/time. 

2.3 CRITICAL PATH METHOD (CFM) 

Harris (1985), Lockyer, (.1989), Fogarty, et al, (1989), Wild, 

(1980) etc all agree that despite similarities in purpose of PERT 

and CPM, there are major differences between them. The 

differences centre mainly on time estimation and the 

probability of an activity in question being realized.  CPM 

assumes time to be deterministic by giving one-time estimate 

for each activity and that all the activities will be realized. 

A network with attributes common to both CPM and 

PERT is basically a graphical method of presenting the works 

or  activities  to be done in the form of an arrow diagram to 

show the interrelationship that exist between or among the 

various  activities that make up the work/project. The 

resulting network therefore forms the basis of the critical path 

analysis and is also a statement of policy or budget in terms of 

time/scheduling on how a given task should be done. 

     Drawing of the arrow diagram is purely a planning function 

in terms of time, resources, cost control etc. The activity 
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interrelationship to a greater extent plays a very crucial role in 

the determination of the project completion time as two or 

more activities which may conveniently be carried out in 

parallel (conveniently) may other wise be represented and 

carried out in series. The necessary steps/stages in   building/ 

producing a network -planning model are: - 

1. Obtain  the necessary input data, which include a list of the 

activities that constitute the project (work breakdown 

structure – WBS) the list, should describe the beginning and 

ending event number. 

2 Construct or produce the network, showing the logical or 

technology relationship between the listed activities 

3 Estimate the time durations to complete each activity, 

producing a schedule,   the   resources (labour, materials, 

machines,.......)  required and their sequential relationships. 

4 Define any necessary schedule dates, on. Intermediate 

and or finish events. Describe the workweek and the holidays, 

etc, so that the work will not be scheduled during holidays and 

so that activity durations in hours or days can be used to 

calculate project durations in weeks or months. 
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5 Define or assess the maximum amount of resources 

available and the working hours available i.e the normal   

man- and machine - hours per week and the additional 

resources available due to overtime, etc. Describe the 

responsibility code for each activity i.e whether it is performed 

in the drawing office, foundry, etc so that if desired, the output 

can be broken down into separate lists showing the 

production/execution plan for each department or unit. 

6 Perform network calculations and determine the critical 

path and other indices - latest and earliest and finish times, 

floats (slacks). etc. 

7.  Compare scheduled dates and calculated dates.  

8 Modify   network   and   or   activity   durations   if   

necessary. Maximum activity delay, which if necessary, can be 

tolerated because of the rescheduling of activities to conform 

to resource availability.  

9 Recalculate network.  

10 Repeat steps 7, 8 and 9 as necessary. 

11. Issue operations plan to all necessary departments or 

sections 
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Time (duration) is usually intrinsically related to the 

number of resources available. However an activity can 

consume time  without necessarily consuming resources,  e.g,  

allowing a cast slab concrete suspended floor to set; thus, 

unlike dummy  activities, "waiting delivery of component X" is 

an activity just as much as "make component Y". We can thus 

schedule "waiting” time for the period to wait. 

Kalavathy (2000) summarizes the forgoing in respect of 

network scheduling by PERT/ CPM as follows: -A project, is a 

combination of interrelated activities all of which must be 

executed in a certain order for its completion. The work 

involved in a project can be divided into three phases 

corresponding to the management functions of planning 

scheduling and control. 

The planning phase involves setting the objectives of the 

project and the assumptions to be made. Also it involves the 

listing of tasks, or jobs that must, be performed to complete 

the project under consideration. In this phase, men, machines, 

and materials required for the project in addition to the 

estimates of cost and duration of the various activities of the 
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object are also determined. 

The scheduling consists of laying the activities according 

to the precedence order and determining, 

(i) The start and finish times for each activity. 

(ii) The critical   path   on   which   the   activities   require   

special ion and 

(iii) The slack and float for the non-critical paths.  

 Controlling phase is exercised after the planning and 

scheduling and involves the following  

(i ) Making periodical progress reports 

(ii) Reviewing the progress  

(iii) Analyzing the status of the project, and 

(iv) Management decisions regarding updating, crashing and 

resource allocation etc. 

 Network Scheduling Technique principally displays the 

ordered set of various activities each with its time estimate, 

the arc or node representing the activities, 

Foster (1992), Fisk (1978) both also agree that an activity is 

considered as an element of work entailed in the project that 

consumes time and/or resources. Oxley (1980) and Harris 
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(1988) 

Both agree that the amount of detail required depends on size 

and complexity of the project, the stage of planning and the 

time scale of the intended users.  So there are ‘imaginary’ 

activities that neither consume resources or time- the so called 

dummy activities.  Basically dummies   are   used for unique    

clear identification of activities and their logical relationship or 

sequence to conform with the rules of arrow networking. Two 

types are always mentioned, the ambiguity/identity and logical 

dummies:- 

 (1) Ambiguity/Identity Dummies: When two or more 

parallel independent activities have the same head and tail 

events, that is start at the same node and finish also at a 

common succeeding node, and hence if they are given the 

same tail and head numbers, ambiguity occurs and the 

identification of the activities by their event numbers could be 

lost. In this case the ambiguity dummy is introduced. This 

phenomenon is presented in figure 2.5 (a) and the corrected 

version in figure 2.5 (b) below. 

 

2 1
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 Fig 2 .5 (a) Wrong. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 .5 (b) correct. 

2. Logic Dummies: When two paths in a network have or 

need a common node or event, and yet in themselves are also 

party or wholly independent of each other, then an error in 

logic or a difficult situation of representation could unwittingly 

arise. Logical dummy is necessary to bring out the true 

meaning of what is intended as shown below: - 
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Fig.2.6  (a) Wrong                             Fig 2.6 (b) Right 

 
 

 

 

 

 

           Fig. 2.6 (c)  Right 

In the above  diagrams, Lockyer (1989), Akpan and Chizea 

(2002) Fig 2:6 (a) illustrates that activities A and B, C and D 

can occur concurrently, but both activities A and B must be 

completed before either activity C or D can begin. This may not 

in practice be at all necessary when a pair (or more) of 

activities have one activity in common, and one activity not in 
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common. Thus in fig 2.6 (b) activity D is dependent on 

activities A and B whereas   activity C is dependent only on 

activity A, which is not illustrated 2.6 (a) where as activities C 

and D are shown dependent on activities A and B. A dummy 

activity E is thus introduced which ‘releases’ activity C from its 

apparent dependence on A and B and shows it to be 

dependent only on activity A. Similarly in fig. 2.6 (c) the 

dummy, F, releases activity D from its apparent 

dependence on A and B but dependent only on B. Accordingly  

this makes it highly desirable to examine thoroughly any 

situation which occurs in the drawing of a diagram to ensure 

that the  dependence  of activities  upon  one  another  is  

quite  clearly understood and represented.  

3 The Direction and Location of Dummies and Overlapping 

Activities: 

Lockyer (1989) advises that the direction of a dummy becomes 

clearer if the purpose of the dummy is quite clearly 

understood. 

 Thus  if in fig. 2.6 (b) the dummy exists to release activity C 

from activity B then the dummy emerges from the tail event of 
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activity C; on the  other hand, if activity C depended on 

activities A and B and activity  D  depended  on  only  on  

activities  A  and  B,  the general configuration would  remain 

unaltered except that the dummy arrow-head would point the 

other way as in fig 2.6. (c). 

This confirms   the   dependency   rule   which   required   that   

an activity is shown to emerge from the head event of the 

activity upon which it depends and thus only dependent 

activities are drawn in this way. The rule further gives rise to 

the two fundamental properties of events and activities:  

(i) An event cannot be said to occur (or 'be reached' or ' be 

achieved') until all activities leading into it are complete. 

(ii)  No activity can start until its tail event is reached.  

To correctly locate dummies within a network it is necessary, 

as a   guide, to draw all dependences as dummies, and then to 

remove any redundant dummies, making sure that the 

absorption or otherwise of a dummy does not change the logic.  

All that has been said so far assumes that activities are 

quite discrete, so that the start of a succeeding activity is 

delayed until a previous activity is complete.  However there 
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are many occasions  where  activities OVERLAP,  such that  a  

succeeding/resultant activity can start when  the  previous/its 

originating activity is only partly complete, resulting in some 

activities or a lot of job elements being carried out 

concurrently,  such repetitive tasks are often encountered in 

project such as building/electrical constructions of this 

research topic, shipbuilding drawing pencil sketches and 

preparing tracings from  pencil sketches of design; sand and 

cement mixing, block molding  allowing the block to dry and 

then laying, etc. in this last  case, four activities are clearly 

distinguishable with their  respective  time elements. If there is 

no intermittent stop for the next stage of operation to be 

completed, then the third activity of allowing the blocks to dry, 

for example, may be ignored and this will only be applicable in 

the initial stage. 

The overlapping activities can be represented in a 

network  by "breaking"   the   base   and   concurrent  and   

sub-concurrent  activities  into the same fractions, most 

usefully, into the three parts- "start PI", "continue P2", "finish 

P3", as recommended by Lockyer  (1989).  This     would avoid 
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the tasks not proceeding apparently in a "Jerky" manner, and 

the numerical analysis not indicating discontinuity as the 

activities are in fact necessarily continuous. Accordingly when 

P is about one-third completed, activity S1, say, is started; and 

then R1 after S1. R1 would depend on the completion of SI, etc, 

until P2, P3, S2, S3, R2 and finally R3 are completed. The 

network diagram is shown as in figure 2.7 where the three 

activities are carried out for three consecutive times, 

designated PI, P2, P3, S1, S2, S3 R3. 

 

 

 

            

  

 

 

Fig 2.7 

By adjusting the resources (see later) used on the activities, 

their duration times can be modified, and this  in conjunction 

with careful choice of the  “start” and finish” components 
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enables control (see later) to be exerted over the way resources 

are  deployed. However at times, there may be intermittent 

stoppages to allow the activities in the subsequent stages to be 

fully completed, eg molding all the blocks from the resultant 

cement and sand already mixed. The situation is rather 

complex and calls for an incorporation of other techniques for 

proper planning and control. An integration of this using the 

Line- of Balance (LOB) were proposed by Turban (1968(and 

Levitt (1968), which lead to the emergence of a modified 

technique called PERT/LOB. This is not covered in the present 

study. 

In either CPM or PERT methodology, when assigning duration 

times throughout a project, an action which should be carried 

out as late as possible in the planning sequence, Locyker 

(1989) advises that it is most times helpful to consider 

activities in a random sequence. The   reason is that if, say 

activities are considered sequentially in chains, it is possible 

that the duration time assigned to one activity might affect the 

choice of duration time for later activities. Thus if it is realized 

that a 'long' activity  might jeopardize the overall completion 
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date, there is the temptation to 'shrink' subsequent duration 

times to give an  acceptable overall answer, the  accuracy  of  

which   would be coloured by the information fed into the 

planning method adopted. 

2.4   PERT/CPM NETWORKS: 

Andawei (2001), Lockyer (1909), Akpan and Chizca (2002) and 

Kalavathy (2000) among others agree that network based 

techniques principally display the ordered set of various 

activities, each with its time estimate, arc or node representing 

the point of transition of one or more activities. However, the 

amount of detail required depends on the size of the project, 

stage of the planning and the time scale of the intended users. 

The protagonists of network planning methods claim with 

some justifications that the smaller and self-contained steps of 

a network are applicable to simple and complex operations 

and the greater rigor imposed by the logic diagram produces a 

more realistic model of the proposed work. Basically three 

questions are often asked when network diagrams are 

developed: - 

- which activities must be completed before 'this' activity is 
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started? 

-    which  activities cannot start until 'this' activity is 

completed?  

- which activities have no logical relationship with 'this'  

activity and can therefore take place simultaneously or 

concurrently? 

Ignoring the restraints that will be placed upon the sequence 

of activities by resources, the network that satisfies the above 

questions will show the correct logical relationship of all the 

activities. Network analysis can therefore provide valuable 

information for planning, integration of plans, time studies, 

and scheduling and resources management. The primary 

purpose of network planning is to eliminate the likelihood of 

resources crisis by providing a pictorial representation of the 

total project. Such pictorial representation can provide 

information relating to the 

-impact of the start, 

-impact of early start 

Cost crash program  

Slippage/ a step/stage that has been lost to oversight in 
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planning.  

Project network is analyzed by two models - CPM and 

PERT. Their basic difference is whether or not the project 

activity duration is deterministic giving one time estimate for 

each  activity (CPM) or probabilistic, and using stochastic 

approach to estimate  the duration of activities by giving three 

time estimates. It is Andawei’s (2O01) view that this basic 

difference lies in the ability to calculate percentage   

completion. Computation of percentage completion in PERT is 

almost impossible because PERT is event- oriented. Its funding 

is based on the completion of each milestone. CPM   on   the 

other hand is activity-   oriented because activities such as in 

construction work;   percentage completion along the activity 

time can be determined. Another difference is the environment 

in which each one evolves and how each one is applied. 

Having determined the time estimates by either method, 

the calculation of other network critical indices   and other 

performance criteria would follow accordingly. Thus, despite 

their differences, both methods offer virtually the same 

services; viz ; 
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-Network provides the basis for all planning and predicting 

and   assist management to plan for the best possible use of 

resources to achieve a given goal within time and cost 

limitations.  

–it also provides visibility and enables management to control 

one –of- a kind program as opposed to repetitive situation.  

-It helps management to handle the uncertainties involved in 

program by answering such questions as to how time displays 

in certain elements influence project completion where slack 

exists between elements and what elements are crucial to   

meet the completion dates. 

-The time network analysis determines the manpower, 

material and  capital  requirement  as  well  as  providing  a  

means  for  checking  progress. 

- Network also provides the basic structure for computing 

information. 

Despite the general benefits of network scheduling techniques, 

PERT has its own merits, viz: 

-It requires a rigorous planning to create a major network 

which reveals the interdependence and problem areas that are 
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neither obvious nor well defined by other planning methods. It 

therefore determines where the greatest effort should be made 

for a project to stay on schedule. 

- Secondly PERT can determine the probability of meeting 

specified deadlines by development of alternative plans.  

-The third advantage is the ability of PERT to evaluate the 

effect of changes in the programme. It can thus evaluate the 

effect of a contemplated shift of resources from the less critical 

activities identified as probable bottlenecks. PERTT also allows 

a large amount of sophisticated data   to be presented in a well 

organized diagram from which,   both the contractor and client 

can make joint decisions.  

-PERT will enable cut project cost and reduce time scale, co-

ordinate and expedite planning, eliminate idle time, provide  

better scheduling and control of sub contractors' activities and  

develop  better troubleshooting procedure. 

2.4.1 RULES OF/STEPS IN CONSTRUCTION 

The following rules in connection with the handling of events 

and activities of a project network should be followed:  

- Try to avoid arrows, which cross each other. Use straight 
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arrows 

-No event can occur until every activity preceding it has been 

completed. 

- An event cannot occur twice, i.e there must be no loops. 

-An activity succeeding an event cannot be started until the 

event has occurred. 

-Use arrows from left to right. Avoid mixing two directions; 

vertical and standing arrows may be used if necessary. 

-Dummies should be introduced if it is extremely necessary. 

The network has only one entry point called the start event 

and one end of   emergence called the end or terminal event.  

2.4.2 NUMBERING THE EVENTS (FULKERSON'S RULE): 

After the network is drawn in a logical sequence every event is 

assigned a number. The number sequence must be such so as 

to reflect the flow of the network. In numbering the events, the 

following rule should be observed:-   

-  Event numbers should be unique 

-   Event numbering should be carried out on a sequential, not 

necessarily serial, basis from left to right. 

-The initial event which has all outgoing arrows with no 
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incoming arrow is numbered as 1 

-Delete all arrows emerging from all the numbered events. 

 This will create at least one new start event out of the 

preceding events. 

-   Number all new start events 2, 3, and so on (not necessarily 

serially). 

Repeat this process until all the terminal event without any 

successor   activity is   reached.    Number   the   terminal   

node suitably. The head of an arrow should always have a 

number higher than the one assigned to the tail of the arrow. 

2.4.3 CPM - NETWROK 

We now consider a sample project based on the foregoing 

which is only complete when three activities C, H and I are 

complete. H cannot start until an activity D is complete, and I 

cannot start until activities E, F and G are complete. G cannot 

start until D is complete, which in turn cannot start until 

activity B, is complete. Activity E must follow activity B, and 

activity, F, must follow another activity A. The whole   project 

starts with activities A, B and C being started. The duration 

times of the various activities are 
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Activity           Duration (weeks) 

   A         16                                                                                                                    

   B                                                                   20 

   C                                                                   30 

   D                                                                   15 

   E                                                                   10  

   F         15 

   G           3  

   H          16 

    I           12 

The corresponding network is fig 2.8 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.8 SOURCE:    K, G, LOCKYER, p 50 KEY 
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The key is for recording progress once the underway. 

 2.4.4.    NETWORK TIME ANALYSIS: 

The main aim of scheduling is to produce a time- table for 

individual activities following the plan of action as already 

been determined by management. The main objective of 

network time analysis is to establish the overall completion 

time of the project by computing the various earliest and latest 

start and finish times   (under normal conditions) and other 

critical indices. For basic scheduling computation, let 

(i j) = Activity   (i j) with tail event or starting node   i, and 

head event or ending node, j. 

Ti,j = Estimated completion time of activity (i, j).  

(EF) i j = Earliest starting time of activity (i, j) 

 (EF) i j = Earliest finishing  time of activity (i, j) 

     
Event Number / Activity number 

         

        
ES 

        
EF 

        
EF 
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(LS) i j= Latest starting time of activity (i, j) 

(LF) i j= Latest finishing time of activity (i, j)  

The basic scheduling computation can be put under the 

following  three groups: 

2.4.5 FORWARD PASS COMPUTATIONS (FOR  EARLIEST 

EVENT TIMES/TOTAL PROJECT TIME).                                                                                                                             

Before starting computations, the occurrence time of the initial 

network event is fixed. The forward pass computation yields 

the earliest start and earliest finishes time for each activity (i, 

j) and indirectly the earliest occurrence time each event, 

namely, Ei This consists of the following three steps.  

Step 1: The computations begin from the start node and move 

towards the end node.  

Let zero be the starting time for the project. 

Step .2: Earliest starting time (ES) i j, is the earliest possible 

time when an activity can begin, assuming that all of the 

predecessors are also started at their earliest starting times 

and is given by equation. 

(EF) i, j = Ei                                                eqn 2.9        

Where Ei = earliest starting time. 
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Similarly the earliest finish time, i.e the earliest time an 

activity  

(i j) can be completed is I .he earliest starting time  i  the 

activity duration and given by 

EF)i, j    =     (ES)i,j + t i,j                                       Eqn2.10 

Step 3: 

If several activities lead or more than one activity enters into a 

node/event, the earliest time is fixed by the 'longest chain/A 

route. Thus the earliest event time for event j is the maximum 

of the earliest finish all the activities ending at that event and 

is given by 

(EF) i,j,  = E j     = Max (Ei   + t i j)                             eqn  2.11 

= Max (EF1   +   t1j,  EF2 + t2j,….,  

                 = Max (EFn   +   tnj )                     eqn  2.12 

 = Max (EF1,   + EF2,………. Efn )                     eqn  . 213 

Where i1,   i2,   etc  are  all  preceding  events  of activities  

which  terminate  at node j. 

For example, using our network, 

If event 1 is at week O then event 2 has an earliest starting 

time  of 16 weeks. 
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Event 8 has three chains leading into it- 

(a) 1 -  2   - 8 (16 +15)  = 31 weeks 

(b) 1  -  3   - 8 (20 +  10) = 30 weeks 

(c) 1   - 3   -  7 - 8 (26 +15 + 3)  = 38 weeks  

And the earliest starting time for event 8 is determined by the  

longest chain in this case, chain   1  - 3 - 7 - 8 which has a 

combined duration lime of 38 weeks. Hence  the earliest 

starting time for event 8 is 38 weeks,  in practice, when not 

using a computer, the calculations are best  carried  out  on  

the diagram   itself and the event times recorded according  to 

the KEY at each event/node: 

Event No      Earliest Time 

1      0 

2      16 

3      20 

7      35 

8      38 

II       51 

Clearly, the Total Project Time is given by the earliest time for 

the final event, which is event number 11. The total project 
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time is then  51 weeks. 

2.6    BACKWARD  PASS COMPUTATIONS (FOR LATEST 

ALLOWABLE/COMPLETION TIME). 

The latest event time (L) indicates, the time by which all 

activities entering into that event must be completed without 

delaying the completion of the project. 

These can be calculated by reversing the method of 

calculations 

used for the earliest event times, using the following steps: - 

Step 1 Start now from the last event or final node (sink) and 

‘turn round' and assume E = L. This is not equivalent to 

saying that all entering activities must finish at week L = 51 

weeks. For example activity 8 - 11 will end in week 38 + 12 = 

50, 7 - 11 in week 35+16 =51 and 1 - I I in week 30. 

Step 2: the latest finish time for activity (i, j) is the target time 

to complete the project and is given by 

LF (i,j)     =  Lj                            eqn 2.14        

Step 3: Similarly the latest starting time, LS    (i, j) is equal to 

latest completion time of (i, j) minus the activity time tij: 

LS ij    = LF ij  - tij                               eqn 2. 14 
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  = Lj   -  tij 

Step 4: 

 As before  where more than one activity lead or enter a 

particular node/event, the latest starting time is fixed by  the 

longest chain which will give  a minimum value  from the fixed 

completion time. Thus the latest event time for event i the 

minimum of the latest start time of the activities originating 

from the event: 

Li = Min (Lij1   - t ij1 , Lij2 –t ij2 ,….. 

     …… L ijn -  tijn.                            eqn2.16 

rLi  =Min (LS1,….LSn                                                  eq     n 216 

Or 

Li  =Min (Lj -   tij)                             eqn 2.16 

  The terms as used in the foregoing have their literary 

meanings: 

(1)  the earliest start time is the earliest possible time at 

which an activity can start, and is given by the earliest time of 

the tail  event.  Thus the earliest time for 2-8 is the earliest 

time for event 2 - that is 16 weeks. 

(2) The earliest finish time of an activity is the earliest 
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possible time at which an activity can finish, and is given by 

adding the  duration  time to the earliest start time; again, for 

activity 2-8  this is 16 +15 weeks  =31 weeks. 

(3) The latest finish time is found by taking the latest time of 

the head event, again   for activity 2 -   8 this is the latest event 

time for event 8 that is 39 weeks. 

(4)  The latest start time is the latest possible time by which 

an activity can start; and this is given by subtracting the 

duration time from the latest finish time; for activity 2-8, the 

latest start time is 39 - 15 weeks = 24 weeks. 

This can   be   done   for   all   activities   as   displayed   in   

the rectangles at each   node/event, and  in  the 

accompanying table 2.0, which has the critical indices of the 

sample project. 

2.4.7 THE CRITICAL PATH 

The critical path is the longest path' through the network. It is 

the path that passes through the chain of critical activities (or 

events) whose duration is equal to the difference between the 

preceding and succeeding events times or in which the earliest 

finishing time of an activity is equal to its latest starting time. 
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In our example, this path corresponds to activities 1 - 3, 3 - 7 

and 7 -11 

The path is normally indicated either by a different colour or 

by traverse lines across the arrow. It is also known as the path 

of minimum   completion time because if two or more activities 

carried out concurrently are to be completed before a set of 

other activities could begin, it is the completion of the one with 

the longest  duration that would determine the realization of 

the node for the successor activities. This path is minimum  in 

the sense  that  if any of the activities along the path is 

delayed there would  be an   increase in the project completion 

time, and in resource limited situation, it is the least minimum 

time that can ever be  achieved. 

We can note that in respect of Event time and Activity 

time, the earliest start time of an activity coincided with the 

earliest   time of its tail event, and the latest finish time of an 

activity coincided with the latest time of its head event.   

However the latest start time of an activity does not normally 

coincided with the earliest time of its head event; such 

coincidences only apply to the activities on the critical path. 
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2.5 FLOAT/SLACK ANALYSIS/DETERMINATION 

Since the critical path is longer than other paths and 

hence determines, the project duration, it follows that the 

other paths through the network will have a shorter duration 

than the critical part.  This difference between a path length 

and the project duration or precisely, the spare times along a 

path is known as the FLOAT or SLACK.  Their major difference 

however, is that float relates to activities while slack relates to 

events. Accordingly it is desirable that floats should only be 

applicable to Activity on Arc (A on A) while slacks should be 

restricted to Activity on Node (A on N) networks when the two 

terms are mixed up in the calculation of critical indices. 

Float is then defined as the difference between the latest and 

earliest activity time, while Slack is the difference between the 

latest and the earliest event time. 

There are mainly three kinds of floats, viz: 

 (i) TOTAL FLOAT, (TF) 

This is the amount of time by which the completion of an 

activity or a path of activities could be delayed beyond the 

earliest expected completion time without any increase in the 
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overall project duration time. The total float is for a path and if 

any, of the preceeding activities along the path utilized all or 

part of it, other activities along the path will be deprived of this 

shared float. Float can appear at the beginning of an activity, 

that is, the starting of the activity can be delayed after the tail 

event is reached, or it can appear in the activity, so that the 

duration time is increased beyond that initially planned, or it 

can appear after the activity is finished, while other activities 

are being concluded to reach the head event. 

Mathematically, the total float of an activity (ij) is the 

difference between the latest start time and the earliest start 

time of that activity:  

(TF)ij = Latest start - Earliest start)  

 (LS)ij = (LS) ij – (ES)ij 

= Latest Head time - (Earliest Tail time +Activity 

Duration) = (LS)j  - (ESi) - tij 

= (Lj -Ei)  -t ij……………………………………………….eqn 217 

where 

Ei , Lj  are the earliest time and latest time for the tail event, 

i, and head event j and tij is the normal time for activity ( i, j,). 
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For activity 2-8, fig 2.8, the earliest possible time the activity 

can start is week 16, while the latest possible time it can finish 

is week 39. Thus, the maximum available time is 39 - 16 

weeks; = 23 weeks. But the activity only 'needs' the duration 

time of 15 weeks in order that it can be completed. Thus the 

activity can ‘expand or ‘move’ by   (23   -   15)   =   8 weeks   

total   float. Any expansion or movement greater than this will 

change the critical path and increase the overall project time. 

Total float may be negative. 

(ii) FREE FLOAT (FF): This is the time by which the 

completion of an activity can be delayed beyond the earliest 

finish time without affecting the earliest starting time of a 

subsequent succeeding activity. Thus 

FFij    =   Earliest   date of succeeding event minus earliest 

finish date of activity. 

FFij   =   Earliest Headtime - (Earliest Tail time + Activity 

Duration) 

 = (EF(j) - EFi)- tij 
= Ej   -Ei      - tij   eqii. 2.18 

 or 
 = Total float — Head. event slack. 
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Head event slack  =   Lj  -  Ei . 

 This float is concerned with the commencement of 

subsequent activity. The free float can take values from zero 

up to total float, but it cannot exceed total float.  The float is 

very useful for rescheduling the activities with minimum 

disruption of earlier plans                                                                                                                             

 (iii) INDEPENDEWTFLQAT (IF): 

This is the amount of time mi activity can be delayed when all 

proceeding coding activities ate completed as late as possible 

and all succeeding activities are completed as early as 

possible. Alternatively it is the amount of time by which the 

start of an activity can be delayed without affecting the 

following activities assuming that the proceeding activity has 

finished at its latest finish time. 

IFij = Earliest Head time - (latest Tail time + Activity Duration). 

= EF(j)    -(L,S (i)+ tij) 

IFij  = (Ej - Li) –tij                                                           eqn 2.19 

=  Free float - Tail event slack. 

Where tail event slack = Li   - Ei 

It is not unusual to have a negative independent, float; it 
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is always taken as zero. This float is concerned with prior and 

Subsequent activities. 

 FFij   ≤ TFij  ≤ TFij 

If the total float, TFij   for any activity (i j) is zero, then 

those activities are called critical activities. The float can be 

used to reduce duration. 

While doing this, the float of not only that activity but that of 

other activities would also change.  Negative independent float 

should not be confused with negative total float which may 

occur if the critical path has a shorter duration than one, or 

more of the paths of   the   network   under   consideration. If 

the   project duration is shortened, typical of time/ cost trade 

off analysis, this type of' problems may be encountered if all 

the paths are not critically examined. 

Negative total float is the time by which its associated 

activity must be reduced for the project to meet the target. If 

the target time is greater than the  total project time, then all 

activities will have positive total float, while if the target time is 

less  than the total project time, the critical path, and possibly 

some  other activities will have negative total float. 
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(iv) I SLACK: 

Slack is the difference between the earliest and latest head 

events or tail events. The relationship between float and slack 

is : free Float = Total float - head slack. Independent float = 

Free float - Tail slack.  

Thus, for activity 2 - 8 we have: 

Total  float  =39  -16-15 weeks  = 8 weeks. 

Head Slack = 39 - 38 weeks = 1 week. 

Tail Slack = 24-16 weeks  = 8 weeks 

Free Float   =8-1 weeks  -  7 weeks 

 Independent float  = 7 -  8 week =  1 week  = 0 

2.6 USES OF FLOATS/SLACK: 

If it is desired Lo reduce the effort  on a non-critical activity, 

thus  increasing  its duration time but releasing effort for use 

elsewhere, then independent float can be used without 

replanning   any other activities. On the other hands, free 

Float can be used without affecting subsequent activities, 

Whilst total float may’, affect both previous and subsequent 

activities. Negative float indicates the reduction in duration 

time required to meet a target date. 
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Slack can be a measure of the acceptability of the project 

as planned. Thus, if the critical path length is 51 weeks and 

the maximum   acceptable   time is 41 weeks,   then   events   

on   the critical path are said to have -10 weeks' slack, or 10 

weeks negative slack. Thus when a project is actually running 

slack can be calculated from actual rather than predicted 

duration times should slack be positive then it is possible to 

meet the accepted Overall time without replanning. 

If slack is negative  replanning is essential to return the 

project to its previously agreed overall time. 

2.7 GENERALIZED RULES FOR ANALYSIS: 

Mathematically, for the generalized activity i - j of 

duration D, where the tail event of the activity is i and where 

the head event of the activity is j and the earliest and latest 

event times are denoted by subscripts E and L : 

 

 

The earliest time of tail event j  =    iE 

 The latest   time of tail event I  =    iL 

 The earliest time of head event j =   JE    

  
     i  j  D 
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 The latest time of head event j   =  JE 

Then for activity        i - j, 

 The earliest start time = iE 

 The latest start time = JL - D  

The earliest finish time    = iE  + D 

The latest finish time      . = Ji 

The total float =   JL - IE - D  

The free float =   jE -iE - D  

The independent float =   jE - iL – D 

 and event slack for event I - iL -iE 

 Referring to our sample network, for activity  3-8 

Earliest finish date   = 20  +  10 week  =  30weeks   

 Free float    = (38-30) week    =     8weeks 

Alternatively, knowing the total float,  

Total float        =  9 weeks 

minus  Head slack (39 -38) weeks   =  1  week  

Free float       =  8 weeks 

Independent float: 

Earliest  date,   succeeding event  =  38 weeks 

Latest date, preceding event   =  20 weeks 
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Difference        =18weeks 

minus Duration      = 10 weeks 

Independent float      =8 weeks 

Alternatively,  

 Free float        =8 weeks 

minus   Tail  slack= (20-  20 ) weeks          =0weeks 

Independent  float      = 8 weeks 

Activity,  8 -11 

Total float  =(51 -38) -12 weeks    =1 weeks 

Free float = Total float –head slack    =1-0=1  weeks    

Independent float  = free float –Tail slack                                

   I —I        = 0 week 

It is important to note that it is very difficult to derive free float 

and independent float from tabulation. It is always necessary 

to use the E = L  analyzed network. 

2.8 COMPLETING AN ANALYSIS TABLE 

 In practice it is found most convenient, when completing an 

analysis table such as Table 2.0 below to proceed as follows: 

1. Fill in activity numbers, ensuring that every arrow in the 

network is represented by a head and tail numbers: Column 1  
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2. Fill in duration times:  Column 2 

3. Write down start time early from the analyzed network, 

using the E of the tail event: Column: 3 Forward Pass 

computation   

4 Write down finish time Late also from the network, using 

the L of the   head event. Column: 6 Backward Pass 

Computation 

5 Calculate    start    time     Late: Column 4 from     above     

by subtracting duration time from finish time Late. 

6 Calculate finish time Early: Column 5 from above by 

adding duration time to start time Early. 

7 Calculate total float: Column7 by subtracting finish time 

Early from  finish time Late. 

8. Calculate free and independent Floats from network 

using rules on pages  74 to 75. 

the forgoing rules for  our sample 

network, we shall obtain the 

following table 2.0 
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TABLE 2.0; COMPLETING AN ANALYSIS TA3L5 FOR 

CRITICAL INOTCES 

 

 

 

Activi

ty 

 

1  

Durati

on 

 

2 

Star

t 

Earl

y 

3  

Tim

e  

Lat

e 

4 

Finis

h  

Early 

5 

Tim

e 

Lat

e 

6 

Flo

at 

Tot

al 

7 

 

Fre

e 

8 

 

Ind

. 

9 

Critic

al  

Path 

10 

1-2 

1-3 

1-11 

2-8 

3-7 

3-8 

7-8 

7-11 

8-11 

16 

20 

30 

15 

15 

10 

3 

16 

12 

0 

0 

0 

16 

20 

20 

35 

35 

38 

8 

0 

21 

24 

20 

29 

36 

35 

39 

16 

20 

30 

31 

35 

30 

38 

51 

50 

24 

20 

51 

39 

35 

39 

39 

51 

51 

8 

0 

21 

8 

0 

9 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

21 

7 

0 

8 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

21 

0 

0 

8 

0 

0 

0 

 

* 

 

 

* 

 

 

* 

0 
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2.9 VERIFICATION OF AN ANALYSIS . 

When an analysis has been  made,  the following 

heuristic checks  can bring out some arithmetical and 

recording errors to light: 

1. All  activities with   the  same  tail numbers have  the  

same earliest start time. 

2. All activities with the same head numbers have the same 

latest finish time. 

3 Earlier start times are never larger than latest start 

times.  

4 Earliest  finish  times  are   never  larger  than  latest  

finish times. 

5 Start   times   are  always  earlier   than   corresponding  

finish times. 

6 Free float can never exceed total float. 

7  Independent, float can never exceed free float.  

8 Total float is the difference between earliest and latest 

start or finish times. 
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2.10  SCHEDULED / INTERMEDIATE DATES:  

Wild (1980) and others stated that one of the objectives of 

network  calculations is to calculate the earliest completion 

date for the project and to compare this with the desired 

COMPLETION /due date. We may be committed to complete a 

project by a certain date and, if the calculated earliest finish 

date for the project occurs after the SCHEDULED FINISH date, 

it will be desirable to try to reduce the project duration. If we 

had used the scheduled completion date in the calculations 

then we would have obtained negative total float values, the 

greatest negative values   occurring on the critical path   and   

indicating the minimum amount by which the project would 

be late unless some alterations were made. 

Lockyer (1989) also noted that circumstances sometimes 

required that events other than, or as well as, the final event 

should take place at particular times. Should this be so, then 

these INTERMEDIATE SCHEDULED times /dates can be 

inserted into the network by means of a solid arrowhead, 

surmounted by the  scheduled time. For example - 

               100 
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                       . 

indicates that event 75 must take place by time 100, that is, 

that  all activities with a head   number 75 must be completed 

by   time 100. An arrowhead inserted below the event   

number  indicates that activities with  tail numbers 75 cannot 

start until time 100 . 

Thereafter analysis can then be carried out (i) between 

the beginning and end of the network and (ii) between the 

beginning and /or end of the intermediate scheduled points, 

treating these  points as if they were ' starts' or "finishes'. Thus 

scheduled dates may be  placed on intermediate events also. If 

it is necessary to complete   one  of the   intermediate  

events/activities   by. a   given  date, for example, so that the 

customer or the main contractor may  inspect or test the 

partly completed product/project, then an  intermediate; 

scheduled date late may be used.  If this date is earlier than 

LF date for that activity, it would be used in the network 

calculations instead of the calculated LF date. If one of the 

  100 
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intermediate activities cannot be started until a given date for 

some reasons, for example, because of the delivery of materials 

an intermediate schedule date early may be used. If this date 

is later the ES date for that activity it would be used instead of 

the calculated ES figure. 

B y using scheduling dates it is possible to obtain not 

only negative values of total float, but also different values 

along the critical path. Accordingly the use of intermediate 

scheduled dates can give rise to critical paths other than the 

main critical path, and these are known as secondary,  

tertiary, etc critical paths  each  with its own set of floats. 

2.11  THE ARROW NETWORK DIAGRAM AND THE  

GANTT /B AR CHART. 

2.11.1 THE GANTT/ BAR CHART:  

In the bar or Gantt chart project planning technique, the time 

which an activity should take is represented by a horizontal 

line, length of which is proportional to the duration time of the 

activity. Planned and actual project progress can both be 

simultaneously shown in the same format, a singular 

characteristic which makes the Gantt chart an efficient tool for 
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project reporting. In order that several activities can be 

represented on the same chart, a framework or ruling is set 

up, given time scale flowing from left to right, along the 

abscissa (on top or below) the X - axis, the activities being 

listed from top to bottom along the ordinate, the conventional 

Y - axis in order of first activity at the top and last activity at 

the bottom. Each scheduled activity is represented by a bar 

that extends from its planned start date to its anticipated 

finish date. For the purpose of control as implementation 

progresses, an activity in progress is similarly represented by a 

bar of different configuration or colour that extends from its 

actual start date to its actual current implementation status. 

 Let us consider a typical project, fig 2.8 which is only 

complete when three activities C, H and I are complete. H 

cannot start until an activity D is complete, and I cannot start 

until  activities E, F and G are complete G cannot start till D is 

complete, which in turn cannot start until activity B is 

complete. Activity E must follow activity B, and activity F must 

follow another activity, A. The whole project starts with 

activities A, B and C being started. The duration times of the 
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various activities are. 

 

Activity Duration (Weeks) 

A 16 

B 20 

C 30 

D 15 

E 10 

F 15 

G 3 

H 16 

I 12 

      

  The Gantt representation is shown in fig 2.9.  A typical, 

status report represented by xxxxxxx and viewed at the end of 

week 25 (denoted by two small arrows (Cursor) at the top and 

bottom of the chart) would make the following information 

readily apparent – 

 Activity A should be complete and in fact, is so 

Activity B should be complete and, in fact, is so. 
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Activity C should be 83.4 percent complete, but, in fact, is only 

16.7 percent complete. 

Activity D should be 33.4 percent complete but, in fact, is only 

11.2 percent complete. 

Activity E should be 50 cent complete, and, in fact, is 50 

percent complete. 

WEEK NUMBERS 

            Time 

Activity  

I 

 

A1 

B1 

C1 

D3 

E3 

F2 

G7 

H7 

J 

 

2 

3 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

Duration        15    10    15     20    25    30   35   40   

45   50 

 

16            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxI  

20            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxII 

30            xxx                                            1 

15                                1xx                        1             

10                                     1xxxxxxxx     11         

15                                      1xxxx   1          

3                                                                  1  II 

J8  11   12                                                                         1            
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Activity F should be 66.7 percent complete, but in fact, is 

70 percent complete. 

Activity  G should not be started and, in fact, is not started. 

Activity  H -should not be started and  in fact, is not started.  

Activity I should not be started and, in fact, is not started. 

'Briefly, incomplete bars (xxxxxx) to the 'left' of the cursor 

mean under fulfillment, whilst those to the 'right' mean 

overfulfillment. By the use of codes and or symbols, the 

reasons for any delays can be displayed, and the whole chart 

can be very succinctly informative, combining both planning   

and recording of the progress function for equipment, material 

and crew schedule. 

Inspite of the forgoing advantages, both Lockyer (1989) 

and Akpan and Chizca (2002) among others, agree that the 

chart has the following crippling disadvantages: 

(a) Its inability to easily display the inter relationships and 

nature of interdependencies   between project activities. 

(b) Its inability to easily display, effectively identify, and 

isolate  those   activities,   generally   referred   to  as  critical  

activities,   that   uniquely  control and influence a project's 
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duration.  

(c) its inability to effectively quantify the effect of delay or 

change  of scope  on an activity or chain of activities on the 

entire project. 

 (d) Its inability to effectively handle the complexities inherent 

in most  projects. 

2.11.2 INTER-RELATIONSHIPS AND THE ARROW DIAGRM 

The Gantt chart does not indicate, for example, that 

activity I necessarily depends on activities E,F, and G, or that 

the whole project must  wait upon the completion of activity C. 

On the other hand the arrow diagram abandons lengths as a 

measure of time and concentrates on logical relationships 

between activities. To  do this, the  horizontal base is also lost, 

and the result of the project represented above, fig 2.9 by the 

Gantt chart is the arrow  diagram, which we have exhaustively 

discussed (fig 2.8) and is repeated  here   for   reconciliation   

as   a  further   development  in Network  research analysis. 

The network clearly shows the necessary inter-

interrelationship, and its .further analysis can provide much 

valuable information. It does, however, lack the great assets of 
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the Gantt chart. 

(i)  That length represents time; and 

(ii) That the chart itself can be used to record the progress of 

work. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.8 For Gantt Chart Reconciliation 

2.11.3    RECONCILING THE CHART AND THE ARROW 

DLAGRAM, 

Lockyer's (1989) and Krajewski and Ritzman's (1987)  

marvelous works reconciled the Gantt chart with the arrow 

diagram by a process which is able to convert the arrow 

diagram into  a bar chart, the means of which has greatly 
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reduced much of the iterative processes in arrow network 

analysis. Essentially this is done by using the head and tail 

numbers to show the logical linkages between activities. 

The techniques adopted is as follows:  

Step 1: List the activities in the  arrow  network  in   order   of  

increasing  head numbers.  

Where two or more acclivities have the same head number, 

arrange; these in the order of increasing tail numbers. From 

our example network, this will give a list as follows: 

Activity        Duration 

i j        

1   - 2       16 

1   - 3       20 

3   -  7       15 

2   -  8       15 

3   - 8       10 

7  -  8       3 

1   - 11       30 

7  - 11       16 

8  - 11       12 
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Step  2: Construct  a Gantt chart framework with time scale 

along  the top (X-axis) head numbers to the left-hand side (Y-

axis). 

Step 3: Set off the first activity in the above list, putting its-left 

hand end on the zero week column. Mark the tail and head 

numbers at the beginning and end of the bar. 

 Step 4: Set off the second activity on the list, aligning the tail 

number with the head number of the previous activity, 

providing these numbers are the same. 

If they are not, then align the tail number with the preceding 

tail number with which it coincides (precedence/succedece 

relationship). 

Step 5: Repeat steps three and four for all the activities in turn 

aligning tail  numbers  with   previous   head    number 

where  possible,   alternatively  tail   numbers  with  previous  

tail numbers. This will then give a chart as shown hereunder 

fig. 2.10. 

NOTE: A single rule for drawing the chart is "match the tail 

number with that same number which is farthest to the right". 

Any dummies must be included as single upright lines. 
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The resulting Gantt chart, although in bar form is equivalent 

to the original arrow diagram, providing that it is remembered 

that the bars are linked together when they have a common 

number one at the beginning and one at the end of the bar. 

Thus, bar 3- 8 is linked to bar 8-11, so that if 3-8 is displaced 

to the right, it can only "move" until its end (-8) coincides with 

the beginning (8-) of bar 8-11. 

 This then  enables   the  critical  path  and  various  floats to  

be  determined without any calculations. 

FIG 2.10 GANTT CHART 
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2.11.4   DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL PATH 

Clearly, the critical path lies between the point farthest to the 

right (in this case the 11 in activity 7-11) and the point 

farthest  to left (in this case any 1). Starting with the farthest 

right- hand point,   draw   a   vertical   line   upwards  until  it  

meets   the  farthest right-hand point carrying the number 

matching the left-hand number on the first activity - in this 

case the farthest right-  hand number matching the first left 

hand number (7) is the 7 in activity 3-7. The critical path then 

lies along  3- 7, and, starting with 3, draw a line upwards to 

meet the next right-hand 3 which  is farthest to the right - in 

this case the 3 in activity 1- 3. The critical   path   then   lies   

along   this   activity.   This   procedure is repeated until the 

first number (1) is reached, which in this case is  with the 

activity shown (1- 3). In the diagram, fig2.10, the critical path 

is shown with a broken, line, and lies along 1- 3 - 7 –11. This 

dotted line is used only to emphasize the critical path and 

should not be taken as any form of barrier. 
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2 .11.5   DETERMINATION OF FLOATS 

Critical activities, of course, may not "move", but activities not 

on the critical path can float until they meet another activity 

whose   tail number  coincides with the floating activity's head 

number. It simpler if this calculations start from the bottom of 

the chart.  For example, activity 8-11 can move to the right by 

1 week. In so doing it: will not meet any other activity, hence it 

can be said to have a Total float, and a free float of 1 week. It 

has no independent float since its movement can affect the 

movement of  other  activities with head number - 8, that is, 

activities 2 - 8, 3 8, 7 - 8. 

Activity 7-1 1 cannot float at all, since it is "fixed" at its 

head by the critical path, and at its tail by activity 3- 7. 

Activity 1 - 11 can float by 21 weeks and in so doing it 

will not  affect any other activity at all; hence it Total Free   

and independent  float of 21 weeks. 

Activity 7 - 8 can float only if activity 8-11 has floated. 

Hence 7-8 has a Total float equal to that of 8-11 (that is, 1 

week) and no free float. 

Activity 3 - 8 can float until it reaches 8 - 11, that is by 8 
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weeks, and, and by a further 1 week: (making a total of 9 

weeks in all) if 8- 11 floats by 1 week. Hence 3 - 8 has a Total 

float of 9 weeks l and a free float of 8 weeks. Similarly 2- 8 can 

also be shown to have total and free floats of 8 and 7 weeks 

respectively. 

Activities 3-7 and 1- 3 cannot: float, since they are "fixed" 

at both ends by the critical path. 

Activity 1-2 has float only when other activities float; 

thus it is no free float. If, on the other hand 2-8 and 8-11 float 

to their fullest possible extent (that is, 8 - 11 takes up a 

position between weeks 39 and 5.1, arid 2 -8 takes up a 

position between 39 and 51, and 2-8 takes position between 

weeks 24 and 39) then   I- 2 can float so that it takes up a 

position between weeks 39 and 51, and 1-2 can float so that it 

takes up a position, between weeks 8 and 24; thus it has a 

Total float  of 8 weeks,   but  since   it  is  depended  for  this  

on   other  activities floating, then it has no Free float. 

The   results derived   above,   of course,   are   identical 

with those obtained by using the "Rules for calculating float". 

The details not only show how an arrow diagram is converted 
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to a Gantt chart, but the method in general gives a readily 

comprehensible significance, to the various types of float.  

Using the method, it is possible to translate any arrow 

diagram on to conventional Gantt paper or on to any one of 

the many proprietary planning boards. One can move straight 

from the arrow diagram to the bar chart and derive all 

information from the chart, once the arrow diagram is drawn, 

thus reducing the iterative calculations with their 

accompanying tedium. 

2.11.6   THIS SEQUENCED GANTT.CHART 

The Gantt chart can be modified by collecting sequences of 

activities into continuous bars resulting into Sequenced Gantt 

chart. For example, if we consider the network and Gantt 

chart Already  used, the activities 1-3, 3 - 7, and 7 - 11 on the 

critical path  is drawn ns one continuous bar, fig 2.11 

 

 
 
                              
 Fig.  2.11 SEQUENCED GANTT CHART 

Source:  K.G l.ockyer  p. 100 

  11 

 0   5      10      15    20  25  30    35    40    45      50   55 
                                                                                51 

   1    3     3 11    
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Other Sequences are drawn off the critical path, their start 

and finishes being determined either by the events on the 

critical path or by common events on non-critical sequences. 

This will give a chart, fig 2.12. 

The shaded portions indicate the available float: for 

example activity 3 - 8 has a free float of 8 weeks (shaded area 

B) and a total float of 9 weeks (shaded area, B + shaded area, 

A). 

FIG. 2.12 SEQUEWCED GAKT CHART - 'II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: K. G Lockyer p 100. 

Similarly,  activity  7-8 has no free float since it has no shaded  

area  immediately  to its right, but it has a Total float of 1 week  
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since it can "shunt" activity 8-11 into shaded area, A. The 

"start"  of a sequence  is fixed by the earliest start time of the 

first activity  in the sequence, whilst the "finish" of a sequence 

is fixed by the latest  finishing time of the last activity in the 

sequence. The time between this start and finish is the 

maximum available time, whilst the sum of the durations of 

the activities is the necessary time. 

2.11.7 HOLISTIC APPROACH TO PROJECT SCHEDULING: 

Elmaghraby, et al (2003) state that the Gantt chart allows for 

visual representation of a schedule. CPM (Critical Path 

Method) allows for the traditional critical path analysis in 

deterministic activity - on  - the  arc project networks and also 

allows formal   analysis of the linear time/cost trade-offs 

assuming a linear  direct activity cost function and unlimited 

availability of resources  . Neither of these is strictly a ' 

scheduling' procedure. PERT (Project Evaluation and Review 

Technique) makes no claim to cope with   resource usage or 

activity scheduling. Activity durations are modeled as 

stochastic variables with an appropriate beta distribution and 

a simple appropriate method is used to calculate the 
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expectation and variance of the network event times. 

Essentially Gantt, CPM and PERT do not deal with   resource- 

constrained project scheduling. None of these can be 

considered as proper 'scheduling' activity. 

 Dan   Trietsch   (2005)   advocates   that   a   more   

holistic approach to project management in general and a 

project Scheduling  in particular would include (1.) addressing 

existing techniques in the correct sequence, such as resolving 

resource contentions  right after the determination of the 

initial critical 

path; (2) Combining resource sequencing and scheduling with 

stochastic  analysis; (3) Combining crashing techniques with 

stochastic  analysis (i.e, how to crash stochastic activities); (4) 

setting  buffers optimally together with such scheduling and 

crashing  activities; (5) Planning buffers for time, capacity, cost  

and scope in a concerted way by practical, theory –based 

method   (6)   Monitoring   buffers  correctly   (with   a   proper  

statistical  quality control approach). 

A reasonable sequence for scheduling projects that builds 

on the   critical chain (CC) approach using existing tools would 
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accordingly -include the following seven steps; 

1. Estimate durations (by deterministic or stochastic 

measures and without  padding)   and   identify  the  

absolutely  essential precedence  constraints  (i.e,  do  

not include  any  precedence  constraint   designed   as     

an   implicit   resource   constraint  resolution)  

2. Devise the CPM network and identify the initial critical 

path.  

3. Identify any resource constraint violations and resolve 

them by judicious sequencing rules and / or software.    

To prevent problems later, introduce "soft" precedence 

relationships into the network to enforce the sequencing 

decisions. 

4. Once a good, feasible plan has been devised, consider 

crashing. (Crashing before sequencing may crash 

activities that are not really critical, so crashing must 

follow sequencing, but the two can then be performed 

cyclically with each influencing the other) 

5. Set feeding buffers and a project buffer. Emphatically , if 

a feeding buffer is too small for comfort, do not change  
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the sequence, and do not start a non- critical path before  

the  critical path; instead, start both (or all ) as early as  

possible  and increase the project buffer as necessary. 

(Boldly ignore any contrary recommendations from 

various CC authorities. To delay the most critical path 

just because a nearly critical path does not have a large 

enough feeding buffer implies losing time 'with certainty' 

to avoid any risk of losing the same time or less.) 

6. Monitor performance based on buffer consumption, 

(however, Goldratt's approach here fails to take into 

account basic  statistical process control lesson and 

therefore, this part  can benefit from further research). 

In the old spirit of CPM and MBC (but contrary to Goldratts 

recommendation in CC), update the network (return to step1) 

whenever the critical path changes, or if buffer consumption is 

much more or less than expected. Before doing so, release all 

soft precedent constraints. However, when the stability of the 

plan is very important, it is possible to treat some of these soft 

constraints as hard ones. 
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2.11.8  PROJECT COST CONTROL: THE S -CURVE 

PRINCIPLE OR EXPENDITURE  CONTROL LOOP. 

 This S - Curve is a powerful control tool in a project's cost and 

time control. It can be used to depict the growth and decay 

phenomenon as it happens in real life. The description fits the 

expenditure pattern during a project execution where a slow 

adulteration of the rate of work is experienced at the beginning  

of  job execution   when   resources  are   being   mobilized   

and deployed  a steady but faster rate during the middle 

portion when job execution is at its peak, and gradually a 

tailing off of the rate of job execution towards project 

completion, giving rise  to a cost/expenditure control loop.  

As a control tool, the S- Curve loop provides a standard 

against which actual project expenditure can be compared and 

monitored at any point in time. Thus, it hopes to attain 

through the system   of   cost   control   which   involves   the   

periodic comparison of actual expenditures with planned or 

budgeted  expenditures at any point in time. The main 

objective of a project cost control is to keep the cost of the 

project activities within established budget. The CPM- network 
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technique can help planners in setting this standard. 

In order to come up with the diagram, the following steps  

as pointed out by Carmichael (1989) and Akpan and Chizea 

(2002) are undertaken: - 

(i) Carry out a resource scheduling from the network. 

(ii) Select   any   number  of  time   intervals   on   which   

the calculation is to be based. 

(iii)  Calculate the total cost of all the activities   (either in 

whole or part thereof) using the earliest starting time. 

Add all  previous cost in subsequent intervals for 

cumulative cost. 

 (iv) Draw a graph through all the points. 

(v)    Repeat steps (iii) and (iv) for the latest starting time.  

The envelope or loop enclosed or bounded by the two 

curves therefore define the range of feasible budgets for 

the project.  Within this envelope there has to be a target 

S- Curve which will serve as a standard budgeted costs   

of   works scheduled against which the actual 

expenditure has to be compared. (fig. 2.13) 
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Fig. 2.13 ENVELOPE OF CUMULATIVE COST 

 

                                                

                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2,14   CONTRACTOR'S    CASH    FLOW(ENVELOPE     OF 

CUMLALAT1VI; COST) 
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If  the cost is outside the loop, there is an indication that 

something might have gone wrong and an investigation ought 

to  be  carried  out  possibly  to  bring  the  expenditure  under 

control  within the loop. 

If the expenditure is outside the earliest starting control 

line, it signifies that more money than budgeted in carrying 

out the different activities of the project has been spent. On 

the other hand, if the cost is outside the latest starting limit, it 

means that enough money might not have been spent at the 

different stages of the project execution and that the job may 

be rushed at a later stage that might require additional 

resources and money. 

An elongated and consequently closer envelope is an 

indication that the project is made up of activities with 

relatively small floats, while more widely separated curves 

indicate otherwise. 

A project with a pronounced narrow and elongated envelope 

therefore calls for more closer' control programme.  

The target S-Curve represents the estimated progress of 

work in terms of money (contractor's continuous cash flow 
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payments for labour, materials, subcontractor, etc.) Since this 

Curve has to be drawn in advance before the actual job 

execution starts, a lot of difficulties have been experienced by 

contractors and consultants in determining the actual shape 

of the curve. Most organizations however plot this curve based 

on their past experience of similar projects. Others rely on 

certain empirical rule well known by engineers and project 

managers which states that if a job duration is divided into 

three equal parts , 50% of the job is  carried out in the middle 

third while remaining 50% is normally shared equally between 

the  first and last thirds. This rule of thumb conforms fairly 

well with the growth and decay phenomenon of classical S-

curve where the project expenditure rises slowly in the first 

third, peaks in the middle third, slows down and falls back to 

zero in the last third. So for many organizations this 

expenditure pattern represents a fairly realistic estimate. In 

monitoring the cost therefore the S-curve principle compares 

well with pareto’s law of distribution, which states that 20% of 

the items or activities that make up most complex projects 

account for about 80% of the total cost of all the items. 
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Accordingly, an experienced manager can easily identify the 

high cost items and give them necessary cost control 

attention. 

For the purpose of estimating the possible profit, another 

line/graph (cash inflows payments) must be plotted against 

the target  S-curve, representing the expected project 

cumulative income. This line is stepped because progress 

payments on account made as a result of periodic (weekly, 

fortnightly, monthly etc) valuations. Since it is always 

assumed during the budget preparation stage that profit 

should be made on the contract, ultimately the stepped line 

(inflow) curve some times above, and sometimes below the 

outflow should cross the target S-curve at some point. At any 

point in time where inflow falls below outflow, this represents 

a need for short-term finance 'a' and ‘b' fig 2.14 or the 

overdraft required by the contractor to finance the project. The 

difference between final points on both lines represents the 

expected profit. 

Eke (2002) points out that it is quite likely that the 

contractor will have to meet at least some short-term 
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financing, if only because of the lengthy procedures involved 

between performing work and receiving payment for it. A 

typical chain of events is as follows:- 

(i) Contractor undertakes a portion of the works. 

 (ii)   Contractor values all work done on a regular basis. 

(iii)   Valuation agreed with client's quantity  surveyor/valuer 

(iv)   Valuation is processed by client's quantity surveyor and 

sent to architect /consultant, 

 (v)     Architect/consultant   issues    interim    certificate    

and sends to client. 

(vi)   Client/ Bursar pays. 

Even  if all  run  smoothly  (which  may  be  unlikely),  these 

procedures  still   take  considerable  time.   If there are any 

hitches, the period is extended, with implications for the cost 

of short-term finance. 

So far we have limited our discussion to the forecasting of 

income and expenditure. Actual site costs for the various 

activities are obtained, analyzed and plotted as the third 

graph, as work progresses, the behavior of this curve in 

relation to the estimated cumulative cost curve is regularly 
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observed. These two curves provide a means of financial 

control over the project and where the curves begin to differ 

significantly, corrective action may be called for. In order to 

keep track of the profit, a fourth curve, that of actual 

cumulative project income versus time is plotted for the 

number of times the contractor receives payment. (fig. 2.14) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY    

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This   chapter   will   describe   the   entire   plan   for 

carrying out this research. It will specify the data that are 

needed and the procedure for processing, analyzing and 

managing the project once it is under-way. 

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN/METHODOLOGY: 

This   work is primarily designed to apply the Project 

Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and the Critical 

Path Method (CPM) in the network scheduling of a building 

construction electrical - mechanical (E/M) services project. 

In particular, in using the PERT/CPM, the data will address 

the work breakdown structure (WBS)'of the project and the 

time estimates probabilities deterministic/three – time 

estimates to give a schedule control of the project time, cost, 

resources management, etc. The study is not based on the 

use, administration and analysis of questionnaires, as in a 

survey study. 

For our analysis we shall apply the relevant equations 
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developed in the literature in chapter two and the explanation 

of the variables. The investigations and corresponding   

judgment/decision will be taken for future comparison as well 

as the analysis in chapter four. We recall from the literature 

that the probability distribution of continuous variables is 

called a continuous probability distribution. Thus we shall 

have recourse to use normal distribution to model the 

distribution of our discrete random variables which is said to 

be normally distributed with density function  

P(x) =  f(x) =   1  Exp  -1    (x-µ)2 

2 π        2     -2   

where - ∞ ≤ x  ≤  ∞ 

            ∞  ≤  µ  <  ∞    

and µ  and e are defined as 3.14159 and 2.7182 respectively. 

We can thus determine the probability of such random 

variable assuming a value between a and b (a<b)  by following 

the area under its density function from  a to b. Thus for a 

normal random variable, 
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p{a ≤ x≥b}  =         f(x) dx 

 

=        1       e-1/2    (x –µ)2 dx 
              2π                      
  

= Area  under f (x) above the x –axis between x = a and x 

= b, 

ie  

  

 p {a≤  x ≤ b} 

 

                       x 

   

We can thus determine the area illustrated above using tables 

rater than performing any computations. 

We further assume that the earliest completion time for an 

event has a normal probability distribution with mean, µ, and 

standard deviation. 

 If we wish   to   predict   the   probability   of meeting a 

specified duo date, we '-shall employ the Z. statistic of the  

Normal Distribution, given by 

a

b 

b 

a 

a      b 
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Z  = te  - tu 

        T 
       
where  te is the expected time  

      tµ is the mean time   

Another sampling design for time we shall adopt is the  

CPM which assumes time to be deterministic by giving one 

time estimate for each activity on arc and that all the activities 

will be realized. 

Accordingly we shall combine the attributes common to 

both PERT and CPM through the graphical instrument of 

presenting the works or activities to be clone via an arrow 

diagram. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the presentation, analysis and 

interpretation of data derived from the study of the FUTO   

School of Health Technology Project. The Bill of Quantities, 

BOQ, Internal Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Services 

contract Drawings and Completion of Works/Valuation Site 

Inspection Report are as shown attached (Appendix 3A, B and 

C). From the BOQ and Drawings, we obtained the Work  

Breakdown  Structure, WBS, Table 4.0 on page 111,  which  

shows the different   activities   from   which   the   Network  

Diagram /Topology, fig 4.0 On page 112 was developed for  

further analysis. Experienced   Electrical 

Technicians/Technologists  and  Plumbers   (Mechanical 

Technicians/Technologists  in  Building  practice 

 were  used to arrive at the estimates in terms of human 

 resources,  time/duration    estimates    (in    days)    and    by 

applying the  stochastic  time  estimates,   to   arrive   at  the 

xpected completion   time,   te,   of each   activity.   All   these 

information are   as   displayed   in   table   4.0   and   fig   4.0 

Respectively. 
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Fig- 4.0 NetworkTopology  Diagram 
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4.1 CRITICAL PATH /OTHER  PATHS COMPUTATIONS 

 4.1 A FORWARD PASS COMPUTATION FOR EARLIEST 

STARTING EVENTS DATES 

For  this, we estimate  the earliest start, ESj and finish time 

ESj The earliest time for the event i, is given by 

Ej = Max (ESj  +tij) 

ES1 = 0   =  E1   =        0 

E2 = ES1 +T12 =          0 + 4 = 4 

E3 = ES3 =ES1 + T1 3   =     0+ 1  =1    

E4 = ES4     =Max (ES3 + t34, ES4 + t14, ES5 +t54) 

E5  = ES4  +  t45  = 0 + 1 =1 

 E4  =S Max (1 + 0,  0 + 3.17, 1  + 0)   = 3.17 

E7 = ES2  + t2.7  = 4 + 1.5 = 5.5 

E8 = ES7  + t7-8  =  5.5  + 1.5   = 7 

E10 = ES8  + t8-10    = 7 +  1.54   = 8.54 

E11 = ES10  + t10-11  =  8.54 + 1.45   =9.99 

E14 = ES11  + t11-14    = 9.99  + 1.58     =11.57 

E16 = ES14  + t14-16    =  11.57  +4.38   =15.95 

E18 = ES16   + t16-18    = 15.95  + 1.33  =17.28 

E19 = ES18  + t18 -19   = 17.28  + 4.1  = 21.38 
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E21 = ES19  + t19-21     = 21 .38 +1.5  =22. 88 

E23 = ES21  +t21-23    =  22.88 +4   = 26.88 

E25 = ES23  + t23 -25   = 26.88 + 3   = 29.88 

E27   = ES25  +  t25-27    = 29.88 +1.5  = 31.38 

E28  = ES10  +  t10-28    =   8.54  +4   = 12.54 

E30   = Max (E28  +t28 -30. E27   +  t27- 30) 

  Max (12.54 + 8, 31.38+0)   = 31.38  

E31 = E30  + t30-30    = 31.38 +4  =35.38 

E33 = E31 + t31-33     = 35.38 +  5.17 = 40.55 

E34 = E4 + t33-34    =   40.55 + 1  = 41.155 

E36   = E4 + t4-36 = 3.17+2  =5.17 

E37 = E36 + t36-37 = 5.17 +2  = 7.17 

E39 = E37 + t37-39  = 7.17 +2  =9.17 

E40 = E39 + t39-40 = 9.17+3  = 12.17 

E42 = E10 + t40-42  = 12.17+24  = 36.17 

E44 = E42 + t42-44 = 36.17 +42  = 78.17 

E45 = E44 + t44-45 = 78.17 +30  = 108. 17 

E47 = E36 + t36-47 = 5.17 +2  = 7.17 

E48 = Max + (E34-+t34-48, E45 + t45-48, E37 +t37-48, E47 +t47-

48)  
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=Max (41.55 +0,108.17 + 10,7.17 +2,7.17 +19.5) 

=Max (41.55, 118.17, 9.17, 26.67) = 118.17 

 E49  = E48 +    t48-49 = 118.17 +118.17 

 E50 = E49  +  t49-50   = 129.34+2 =131.34 

 

4.1B  BACKWARD  PASS COMPUTATION FOR LATEST 

STARTING OF EVENTS 

For this, we calculate the latest finish, LF} and latest start 

time, The latest time L for an event, i, is given by  

Li  =  Min (LFj - tij), 

where L Fj is the latest finish time for the event j, tij is the 

normal (of the activity.  

L50131.34  

L49= L50 - t49-50 = 131.34 - 2    = 129.34 

L48=L48- t49 = 129.34-11.17 = 118.17 

L47=t47.48 =   118.17-19.5   = 98.67 

L45=L48- t45 = 118.17-10   = 108.17 

  L44 = L45 - t44.45 = 108.17-30 =78.17 

L42=L44 - t42-44 = 78.17 -42  = 36.17  

L40 =L42 - t40-42 = 36.17 – 24 = 12.17 
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 L39 = L40 - t39~40 =   12.17 – 3  = 9.17  

L37 = L39 -t37.39 = 9.17-2   = 7.17 

L36=Min (L37 - t36 -37, L47 –t36-47) 

  =Min (7.17 -2; 98.67-2) = 5.17 

L34= L48 -t34-38    = 118.17-0 = 118.17 

L33 =L34 - t33 -34 = 118.17-1 = 117.17 

L31-L33 –t31 33   = 117.17-5.17 = 112 

L30 –L31 -t30-31 =   112-4 = 108 

L28 = L30 - t28-30 = 108- 8 = 100 

L27 = L30 - t27-30 = 108 - 0 = 108 

L25 = L27 - t25-27 = 108 - 1.5 - 106.5 

L23 = L25 - t23 -25 = 106.5 - 3 = 103.5 

 

L21 = L23 - t21-23      = 103.5 - 4  = 99.5 
L19 = L21-t19-21        = 99.5 – 1.5  = 98 
L18  = L19 - t18-19       = 98    – 4.1  =93.9 
L16  = L18 -t16-18      = 93.9 - 1.33  = 92.57 
L14 = L16 - t14-16      = 92.57 - 4.38 = 88. 19 
L11 = L14 – t11-14    = 88.19 – 1.58 = 86.61 
L10 = Min (L11 –t10 -11, L28 –t10-28) 
  = Min (86.61-1.45; 100 -4)  
 = Min (85.16, 96)    = 85.16 
L8 = L10-t8-10     = 85.16 -1.54     =83.62 
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L7 = L8-t7-8        = 83.62 - 1.5  = 82.12 
L4 = L36-t4-36     = 5. 17 -2   = 3.17   
L5 = L4- t4-5       = 3.17 -0   =3.17 
L3 = L4 –t3 -4      = 3.17 -0   = 3.17 
L2 = L7- t2-7      =  82.12 -1.5  = 80.62 
L1 = Min (L2- t1-2; L3-t4-3, L4 –t1-4, L5 –t1-5) 
 = Min (80.62 -4, 3.17 – 1, 3.17 -3.17 -1) 
 = Min (76.62, 2.17, 0, 2.17) 
 = 0    
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.4. 2  COMPUTATION OF  LATEST  START/EARLIESTFINISH DATES 
OF ACTIVITIES, USING THE NETWORK, FIG 4.0 

THIS COMPUTATION IS MADE FROM THE NETWOK 
   

Activity         Latest start JL-D          Earliest finish iE +D 

1 -2 80.62 -4.   =  76. 62                0 + 4.0  =40 

1 -3 3 .17 –1. 0   = 2.17                0 + 1.0 = 1.0 

1-4 3.17  – 3.17   = 0                   0 + 3.17 = 3.17 

1 -5 3.17 – 1.0     = 2.17               0 +1.0    = 1.0 

2 -7 8 2. 12 – 1.5  = 80.62            1.5 + 4 =5.5 

3 -4 3 .17 –.0        = 3.17              0 + 1.0  = 1.0 

4 -36 5 .17 – 2.0      =3.17             3. 17 + 2 = 5.17 

5 -4 3.17  -1.0       =3.17             1.0 + 0 =1.0 

7 -8 83.62 – 1.5    = 82.12           5.5  + 1.5 =7.0 

8 -10 85. 16  -1.54  = 83.62          7.0 +1.54 = 8.54 

10 -11 86.61 -1.45    = 85.16          8.54 + 1.45 = 9.99 

10- 28 100  -4.0       = 96               8.54 +4.0  = 12.54 

11-14 88.19 – 15.8 = 86.61            9.99 +1.58 = 11.57 

14-16 92.57  - 4.38 =88.19            11.57  + 4.38   =15.95                  

16-18 93.9 -  1.33 = 92.57             15.95 + 1.33 = 17 .28 

18 -19 98- 4.1   = 93.9                   17.28 +4.1  = 21.38 

19-21 99.5 -1.5  = 98                   21 .38 + 1.5 = 22.88 

21-23 103.5 - 40 = 99.5              22. 88 +3.0 =29.88 

23 -25 106. 5- 3.0 = 103.5           26.88 +3.0  = 29.88  

25 – 27 108 -1.5  = 106.5              29.88+ 1.5 =31.38 

27-30 108- 0     =108                   29.88 + 1.5 =31.38 

28-30 108 -8.0  = 100                   12.54 + 8 = 20.54 

30 -31 112- 4.0   =108                     31.38 + 4  = 35.38 

31-33 117.17 -5.17  = 112              35.38 + 5.17 = 40.55 

33-34 118.17 -1.0 =117.17              40.55 +1.0 = 41.55 
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COMPUTATION OF LATEST START/ EARLIEST FINISH 

DATES OF ATIVITIES, USING THE NETWORK, FIG 4.0 

THIS COMPUTATION IS MADE FROM THE NETWORK 

contd. 

34 – 48 118 .17 – 0 118. 17 11.55 + 0 = 41.55 

36 -37 7.17 – 2.0 = 5.17 5.17 + 2.0 = 7.17 

36 -47 98/67 -2.0 = 96. 67 5.17 + 2.0 =7.17 

37 -39 9.17 – 20  = 7.17 7.17 + 2.0 = 9.17 

37-48 118.17 -20 =116.17 7.17 + 2 =9.17 

39 – 40 12.17 – 3 =9.17 9.17 +3 =12 .17 

40-42 36.17 – 24 .0 =12.17 12.17 + 24 = 36.17 

42 -44 78.17 -42.0 =36 .17 36.17 + 42.0 = 78.17 

44-45 108.17 -30.0 =78.17 78.17 +30.0 =108.17 

45 -48 118.17 -10.0 =108.17 108.17 + 10 = 118.17 

47 -48 118.17 -19.5 = 98.67 7.17 +19.5 =26.67 

48 -49 129.34 -11.17 =118. 17 118.17 +11.17 =129.34

49 -50 131.34 -2.0 =129.34 129.34 +2.0 =131.34 
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4.3 THE CRITICAL AND OTHER PATHS. 

Using the Forward Pass and Backward Pass  Computations, we have   

(i)Critical path: Is made up of the following activities. 

1-4-36-37-39-40-42-44-45-48-49-50.  

(ii)Other paths: These are made upof  the activities : 

(a) 1 – 3 – 4 – 36 – 37 – 39 – 40 – 45 – 48 –– 50  

(b)   1 – 3 – 4 – 36 – 47 – 46 – 48 – 49 – 50 

(c)  1 – 4 – 36 – 37 – 48 – 49 – 50 

(d)  1 – 4 – 36 – 47 – 48 – 49 – 50 

(e)  1 – 5 – 4 – 36 – 37 – 39 – 40 – 42– 44 –45-48 – 49- 50 

(f) 1 – 5 –4 - 36 – 47 – 48 – 49 – 50 

(g) 1 – 5 - 4 – 36 – 37 – 48 – 49 – 50 

(h) 1 – 2 – 7 – 8– 10 –28 – 30–31 – 33 – 34- 48- 49 - 50 

(i) 1- 2- 7- 8-  10- 11- 14- 16- 18- 19- 21-23-25- 27- 30 – 31 -

33 -34 – 48 – 49- 50 . 
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4.4. A  COMPUTATION OF TOTAL FLOAT(JL-IE -D)   

          

1 1 -2 80.62 -4.0                = 76. 62 
2 1 -3 3 .17 –1. 0.               = 2.17 
3 1-4 3.17 – 3.17                 = 0 
4 1 -5 3.17 – 1.0                 = 2.17  
5 2 -7 8 2. 12 – 5.5              = 76.62  
6 3 -4 3 .17 –1.0                  = 2.17 
7 4 -36 5 .17 – 3.17 -20            = 0 
8 5 -4 3.17  -1.0                    =2.17 
9 7 -8 83.63 - 7.0                  = 76.62 

10 8 -10 85. 16  -8.54               = 76.62 
11 10 -11 86.61 -9.99                  = 76.62 
12 10- 28 100  -12.54                  =87.46 
13 11-14 88.19 – 11.57               = 76.62 
14 14-16 92.57 -15.95                 =76.62 
15 16-18 93.9- 17.28                   = 76.62 
16 18 -19 98- 21.38                      = 76.62 
17 19-21 99.5 -22.88                   = 76.62 
18 21-23  103.5-26.88                 = 76.62 
19 23 -25 106.5- 29.88                 = 76.62 
20 25 – 27 108 -31.38                     = 76.62 
21 27-30 108- 31.38                     =76.62 
22 28-30 108 -20.54                     = 87.46 
23 30 -31 112- 35.38                    = 76.62 
24 31-33 117.17 -40.55              =76.62 
25 33-34 118.17 -41.55             =76.62 
 

Activity 
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4.4. A   COMPUTATION OF INDEPENDENT FLOAT:jE-iLD)  

FROM THE NETWORK contd. 

26 34 - 48 118.17 – 41.55              =76.62 
27 36 - 37 7.17 - 7.17                    =0 

28 36- 47 98.676- 7.17                 = 0   
29 

30 

36 – 47 

 37 - 39 

9.17 - 9.17                   = 0  

118 .17- 9.17                = 109 
31  39- 40 12.17 -12 - 2.0              = 0 
32 40 - 42 36.17 – 36.17                = 0 
33 42 - 44 78.17 - 78.17               = 0 
34 44- 45 108.17 - 108.17           = 0 

35 45-48 118.17 - 118.17            = 0 
36 47 -48 118.17 – 26.67              =91.5 
37 48- 49 129.34- 129.34              = 0 
38 49 - 50: 131.34 - 131.34           = 0 
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4.4. B  COMPUTATION OF FREEFLOAT:jE-iL-D)  

FROM THE NETWORK  

         Activity      

1 1 -2 4.0 -0 -4.0 - 4             = 0 
2 1 -3 1 .0 – 0. 1                    = 0 
3 1-4 3.17 – 0 -3.17              = 0 
4 1 -5 1.0 – 0 -1.0                 = 0  
5 2 -7 5.5 – 4.0-  -1.5            = 0  
6 3 -4 3 .17 –1.0 - 0              = 2.17 
7 4 -36 5 .17 – 3.17 -20            =0 
8 5 -4 3.17  -1.0 -0                 =2.17 
9 7 -8 7.0 -5.5 - 15                  = 0 
10 8 -10 8.54 – 7.0 -1.54             = 0 
11 10 -11 9.99 -8.54 – 1.45            = 0 
12 10- 28 12.54 -8.54 - 4               = 0 
13 11-14 11.57 – 9.99 – 1.58         = 0 
14 14-16 15.95 -11.57 - 4.38        = 0 
15 16-18 17.28 -15.95 -1.33         = 0 
16 18 -19 21.38 -17.28 - 4.1           = 0 
17 19-21 22.88 -21.38 -1.5            = 0 
18 21-23 26.88 -22.88 -4.0            = 0 
19 23 -25 29.88 – 26.88 -3.0          = 0 
20 25 – 27 31.38 -29.88 -1.5           = 0 
21 27-30 31.38 -31.38 -0              = 0 
22 28-30 31.38 -12.54 -8              = 0 
23 30 -31 35.38- 31.38 -40            = 0 
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4.4. B   COMPUTATION OF FREE FLOAT:jE-iL-D)  FROM 

THE NETWORK contd. 

2 31 - 33: 40.55 - 35.38 - 5.17 =  0 
2 33 - 34: 41.55 - 4055.1.0      =0 

2 34- 48: 118,17 - 41.55 - 0  = 76.62 
2

7 

36 - 37: 

36 - 47: 

7.17 - 5.17 - 2.0       = 0  

717 - 5.17 - 2.0        = 0 
2   37-39 9.17 -7.17 - 2.0       = 0 
3 37-48: 118.17 - 7.17 – 2.0    = 109 
3 39-41: 12.17 - 19.17 - 3.0    = 0 
3 40- 42: 36.17 - 12.17 -24.0    = 0 

3 42-44: 78.17 - 36.17 – 42.0   = 0 
3 44 -45: 108.17 - 78.17- 30.0    = 0 
3 45- 48: 118.17- 108.17 -10.0     = 0 
3 47 -48: 118.17- 7.17 - 19.5      =91.5 
3 48-49 129.34 – 118.17  -11.17  =0 
3 49 - 50: 131.34 - 129.34 - 2.0 = 0 
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4.4. C   COMPUTATIONOF INDEPENDENT FLOAT:jE-iL-D)  FROM THE 

NETWORK  

    Activity      

1 1 -2: 4.0 -0 -4.0 =0 

2 1 -3: 1 .0 – 0 1.0 -0 

3 1-4: 3.17 – 0 -3.17 =0 

4 1 -5: 1.0 – 1.0  =0  

5 2 -7: 5.5 – 80.62 -1.5 = 76.62 =0 

6 3 -4: 3 .17 – 3.17 -0 =0 

7 4 -36: 5 .17 – 3.17 -20 =0 

8 5 -4: 3.17  -3.17 -0 =0 

9 7 -8: 7.0 -82.12 -12 -15 -76.62 -0 

10 8 -10: 8.54-83.62 -1.54 = - 76.62 = 0 

11 10 -11: 9.99 -85.16 – 1.45 = -76 .62 =0 

12 10- 28: 12.54 -85.16 -4.0 = -76.62 =0 

13 11-14: 11.57 – 86.61 – 1.58 = -76.62 =0 

14 14-16: 15.95 -88.19 -4.38 = -76.62 =0 

15 16-18: 17.28 -92.57 -1.33 = -76.62 =0 

16 18 -19: 21.38 -93.9 -4.1  = -76.62 =0 

17 19-21: 22.88 -98 -15  = -76.62 =0 

18 21-23: 26.88 -99.5 -4.0  = -76.62 = 0 

19 23 -25: 29.88 – 103.5 = -3.0  = -76.62 =0 

20 25 – 27: 31.88 -106.5 = -1.5 = -76.62 =0 

21 27-30: 31.88 -108 -0 = -76.62 =0 

22 28-30: 31.88-100 -8 = - 76.62 =0 

23 30 -31: 35.88- 108 -40 = -76.62 = 0 

24 31 -33 40.55 -112 -5.17 = -76.62 = 0 
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4.4. C   COMPUTATIONOF INDEPENDENT FLOAT:jE-iL-D)  

FROM THE NETWORK contd.  

         

25 33 - 34: 41.55 - 117.17 - 1.0 = - 76.62 = 0 

26 34 - 48: 118.17 - 118.17 - 0= 0 

27 36- 37: 7,17 -- 5.17 - 2.0 = 0 

28 

29 

36 - 47: 

37 - 39: 

7.17 - 5.17 - 2.0 = 0  

9.17 - 7.17 - 2.0 = 0 
30 37 -48: 118.17 -7.17 - 2.0 = 109 

31 39-40: 12.17 - 9.17 - 3.0 = 0 

32 40-42: 36.17 - 12.17 - 24.0 = 0 

33 42- 44: 78.17 - 36.17 -42.0 = 0 

34 44-45: 108.17 - 78.17 – 30.0 = 0 

35 45 -48: 118.17 - 108.17- 10 = 0 

36 47- 40: 118.17- 7.17 -19.5 = 91.5 

37 48 - 49: 129.34 - 118.17 - 11.17 = 0 
38 49 - 50: 131.34 - 129.34 - 2.0 = 0 
 

 

Activity 
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4.4D TABLE 4.1 COMPLETED ANALYSIS TABLE FOR CRITICAL 

INDICES CONTD. 

 

SIN ACTIVITY  DURATION 
START 

TIME FINIE TIME  FLOAT   CRITICAL 
PATH 

  
 
1 

(day),D 
Early,Ie 
 
2              3 

Late 
JL –D 
Ie 
     4 

Early 
+D 
   5 

Late 
+D 
     6 

Total(TF) 
JL 

      7 

FREE 
(EF) 
(6)-(5) 
JL-iE-D 

8 

IND 
JE-Il-D 
9 

 
 
10 

1 1-2 4.0          0 76.  
62 

4.0  80. 62 76.62 0 0  

2                  1-3 1.0          0 2.17 1.0 3.17 2.17 0 0 * 
3 1-2 3.17       0  0 3.17 3.17 0 0 0  
4 1-5 1.0         0 2.17 1.0 3.17 2.17 0 0  
5 2-7 1.5       4.0 80.62 5.5 82.12 76.62 0 -

76.62=0 
 

6 3-4 0           1.0 3.17 1.0 3.17 2.17 2.17 0 Dummy 
7 4-35 2.0        3.17 3.17 5.17 5.17 0 0 0 * 
8 5-2 0        3-17 3-17 0 3.17 2.17 2.17 0 Dummy 
9 7-8 1.5     5.5 82.12 7.0 83 .62 76.62 0 -76.62 = 

0 
 

10 8-10 1.54   7.0 83.62 3.54 85.16 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

11 10-11 1.45    8.54 85.16 3.99 36.61 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

12 10-23 4.0    .54 85.16 12.54 100 87.46 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

13 11-14 1.58   9.99 86.61 11.57 88.19 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

14 14-16 4.38    11.57 88.19 15.95 92.57 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

15 16-13 1.33     
15.95 

92.57 17.28 93.9 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

16 18-19 4.1    17.28 93.9 21.38 98 76.63 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

17 19 -21 1.5    21.38 9.8  22.88 99.5 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

18 21-23 4.0    22.38 99.5 26.88 103.5 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 

 

19 23-25 3.0   26.88 103.5 29.88 106.5 76.62 0 -76.62 = 
0 
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4.4D  TABLE 4.1 COMPLETED ANALYSIS TABLE FOR 

CRITICAL INDICES CONTD. 

SIN ACTIVITY  DURATION 

START 

TIME FINIE TIME  FLOAT   CRITICAL 

PATH 

  

 

1 

(day),D 

Early,Ie 

 

2              3 

Late 

JL –D Ie 

     4 

Early 

+D 

   5 

Late 

+D 

     6 

Total(TF) 

JL 

      7 

FREE 

(EF) 

(6)-(5) 

JL-iE-D 

8 

IND 

JE-Il-D 

9 

 

 

10 

20 25-27 1,5      

29.88 

106.5 31.38 108 76.62 0 -76.62 

=0 

 

21 27-30 0       31.88 108 31.33 108 76.62 0 -76.62=0 Dummy 

22 28-30 8.0    12.54 100 20.54 180 87.46 10.84 -76.62=0  

23 30-31 4.0    31.38 108 35.38 112 76.62 0 -76.62=0  

24 31-33 5.17  35.38 112 40.55 117.17 76.62 0 -76.62=0  

25 33-34 1.0    40.55 117.17 41.55 118.17 76.62 0 -76.62=0  

26 34-48 0    41.55 118.17 41.55 118.17 76.62 76.62 0 Dummy 

27 36-37 2.0   517 5.17 7.17 7.17 0 0 0 * 

28 36-47 2.0    5.17 96.67 7.17 98.67 91.5 0 0  

29 37-39 2.0     7.17 7.17 9.17 9.17 0 0 0 * 

30 37-48 2.0     7.17 116.17 9.17 118.17 109.0 109.0 109.0  

31 39-40 3.0     9.17 9.17 12.17 12.17 0 0 0 * 

 32 40-42 24.0  12.17  12.17 36.17 36.17 0 0 0 * 

33 42-44 42.0   36. 

17 

36.17 78.17 78.17 0 0 0 * 

34 44.45 30.0  78.17 78.17 108.17 108.17 0 0 0 * 

35 45-48 10.0    

108.17 

108.17 118.17 118.17 0 0 0 * 

36 47-48 19.5       

7.17 

98.76 26.67 118.17 815 815 91.5  

37 48-49 11.17    

118.17 

118.17 129.34 129.34 0 0 0 * 
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38 49-50 2.0    

129.34 

129.34 131.34 0 0 0 0 * 
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4.5 TRANSLATING THE ARROW DIAGRAM INTO GANTT 

CHART 

The activities are listed in order of increasing head 

numbers and where two or more activities have the same head 

number, they are listed in order of increasing tail numbers, as 

follows: 

        ACTIVITY       ACTIVITY 

          Tail           Head         DURATION (DAYS) 

i j D 
 1    - 2  4 
 1    - 3 1 

1     - 4 3.17 

3     - 4 0 

5     - 4 0 

1     - 5 1 

2     - 7 1.5 

7     - 8 1. 5 

8     - 10 1.54 

10    - 11 1.45 

11    - 14 1.58 

14    - 16 4.38 

16    - 18 1.33 

18    - 19 4.1 
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19    - 21 1.5 

21   - 23 4 

23    - 25 3 
           25   -         27                1.5 

4.5 TRANSLATING THE ARROW DIAGRAM INTO GANTT 
 contd.    

10        -  28            4 
                 27   -       30            0 
                 28     -     30            8 
                 30     -    31            4 
                 31     -    33       5.17 
                 33     -   34            1 
                 4     -      36            2  
                 36     -       37            2 
                 37     -       39            2 

39     -  40            3 
40       -       42            24 
42       -       44            42 
44      -       45            30 
36      -       47            2 
34       -       48            0  
37            -   48            2 
45  - 48            10 
47        -       48          19.5 
48        -       49            11.7 
49        -       50            2 
 

The foregoing  information is used in plotting the Gantt Chart 

representation of the Network, fig. 4.1 . 
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ACTIVITIY 
Tail      Head        
No. No.     TIME – NUMBER OF DAYS –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––> 
 
I j  D  0  10  20       30      40      50     60         70            80              90         100                 110      120              130  
1 2  4 1__2                
1 3  1 1-3              
1 4  3.17 1---4              
3  4  0 34               
5 4  0 45 
1 5  1 1-5                
2 7  1.5       2-7             
7 8  1.5            7-8            
8 10  1.54  8-10      
10 11  1.45       10-11       
11 14  1.58               11-14      
14 16  4.38                      14----16      
16 18  1.33                                  16-18      
18 19  4.1            18----19      
19 21  1.5                                                     19-21          
21 23  4                                                            21----23             
23 25  3                                                                       23---25              
25 27  1.5                                                                                 25-27                            
10 28  4                       10----28   
27 30  0                                                                                       2730      
28 30  8                   28--------30     
30 31  4                                    30----31     
31 33  5.17                                               31-----33                        
33 34  1                                                                         33-34             
4 36  2                     4--36                
36 37  2              36--37              
37 39  2        37--39             
39 40   3                 39---40              
40 42  24          40------------------------42                    
 42 44  42                       42------------------------------------------44                
44 45  30                                     44------------------------------45 
36 47  2              36--47 
34 48  0                         34 48 
37 48  2        37--48                             
45 48  10                                          45----------48 
47 48  19.5      47--------------------48                    48----------49   

131.34 

CRITICAL 
PATH 
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48 49  11.17                                               49--50 
49 50  2                  

FIG 4.1 GANTT CHART. SCALE; 1mm – 1Day 
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The critical path is by broken lines, which does not indicate as 

a barrier instead, as it would appear at first sight. 4.6    

TABLE 4.2  RESOURCE (R) ALLOCATION/ SCHEDULING 

USING EARLIEST STARTING DATES (ES) 

Activity  ES  D  R 
A  1  -  2  o  4  3 

B  1  -  3  o  1  1 

C  1  -  4  0  3.17  2 

NN 3 -  4  1  0  0 

PP  5 -  4  1  0  0 

D   1  -  5          0  1  1 

E   2  -   7  4  1.5  1 

F   7  -  8  5.5  1.5  2 

G   8  -  10 7  1.54  2 

H  10  -  11 8.54  1.45  2 

J  11  -   14 9.99  1.58  2 

K  14  -  16 11.57   4.38 2 

L   16  -  18  1595   1.33 2 

M  18  -  19  17.28     41  2 

N  19  -   21   21 38      1.5 2 

P  21  -  23 22.88  4 2 
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4.6 TABLE 4.2 RESOURCE  (R ) ALLOCATION/ 

SCHEDULING USING EARLIEST SRARTING DATES (ES ) 

countd. 

Q  23  -   25 26.88       3          2  

R  25   -  27 29.88    1.5    2 

S  10    -  28 8.54      4           2 

LL27   -   30       31.38           0           0 

T  28  - 30 12.54      8    2 

 U 30  -     31      31.38           4           2 

V  31  -      33    35.88    5.38   5.17 

 W33         34      40.55        1              2 

 X 4        36        3.17           2              2 

 Y 36        37      5.17           2              2 

Z  37         39      7.17           2             2 

                BB 39       40       9.17          3             4 

                 CC 40      42      12.17        4              3 

                DD 42       44     36.17        42             3 

                EE 44        45     78.17       30             3 

                AA 36        47      5.17         2              2  

                MM 34      48       41.55       0              0 

                JJ 37       48        7.17         2               2 

               FF 45        48      108.17      10              2 

              HH 47        48      7.17        19.5             2 

              GG 48        49     118.17    11.17            2 

              KK 49        50     129.34         2              2  
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  SMOOTHED RESOURCE (R)/MAN POWER LOADS ALLOCATIONS/SCHEDULING-EARLIEST STARTING DATES 
ACTIVITIY 

i  j  (ES)  D  R  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120  130  
A  1 2  0 4 3     (3)               
B  1 3  0 1 1  (1)              
C  1 4  0  3.17 2    (2)               
NN 3  4  1 0  0  1̇               
PP  5 4  1  0  0  1̇               
D  1 5  0  1  1  (1)                
E  2 7  4  1.5  1        (1)              
F  7 8  5.5  1.5  2          (2)             
G  8 10  7  1.54  2             (2)       
H  10 11  8.54  1.45  2               (2)       
J  11 14  9.99  1.58  2    (2)        
K  14 16  11.57  4.38  2          (2)      
L  16 18  15.95  1.33  2            (2)      
M  18 19  17.28  4.1  2                   (2)     
N  19 21  21.38  1.5  2        (2)     
P  21 23  22.88  4  2              (2)     
Q  23 25  26.88  3  2                  (2)            
R  25 27  29.88  1.5  2                     (2)       
S  10 28  8.54  4  2                  (2) 
LL  27 30  31.38  0  0             1̇     
T  28 30  12.54  8  2                                 (2)    
U  30 31  31.38  4  2           (2)    
V  31 33  35.38  5.17  2                   (2)    
W  33 34  40.55  1 2                       (2)               
X  4 36  3.17  2  2      (2)               
Y  36 37  5.17  2  2         (2)               
Z  37 39  7.17  2  2             (2)              
BB  39 40  9.17  3  4                   (3)             
CC  40 42  12.17  24 3                                             (3)           
DD  42 44  36.17  42  3                               (3)       
EE  44 45  78.17  30  3                                (3)     
AA  36 47  5.17  2  2         (2)         
MM  34 48  41.55  0  0       1̇    
JJ  37 48  7.17  2  2            (2)        (2)    
FF  45 48  108.17  10  2                     (2)    
HH  47 48  7.17  19.5 2                (2)    
GG  48 49  118.17  11.17  2                                        (2)  
KK  49 50  129.34  2  2                 (2)  
 

RESOURCE REQT/WK: 16 21 13 11 9 10 3 3 3 3 3 6 3 3 3 5 4 2 4 
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FIG 4.2: LEFT-JUSTIFIED SCHEDULE 
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4.7 TABLE 4.3 RESOURCES ® ALLOCATION/SCHEDULING 

USING LATEST STARTING DATES (LS) 

A         1     -            2 76.62 4 3 
B         1     -            3 2.17 1 1 
C         1    -             4 0 3.17 2 
NN      3    -            4 3.17 0 0 
PP       5    -            4 3.17 0 0 
D        1     -            5 2.17 1 1 
E         2     -            7 80.62 1.5 1 
F         7     -            8 82.12 1.5 2 
G        8     -             
10 

83.62 1.54 2 

H        10   -            11 85.16 1.45 2 
J         11    -            
14 

86.61 1.58 2 

K        14    -            16 88.19 4.38 2 
L        16    -            18 92.57 1.33 2 
M      18    -            19 93.9 4.1 2 
N       19    -            21 98.0 1.5 2 
P       21    -             23 99.5 4 2 
Q      23     -            25   103.5 3 2 
R       25    -             27 106.5 1.5 2 
S       10    -             28 85.16 4 2 
LL     27     -            30 108.0 0 0 
T       28     -            30 100.0 8 2 
U      30     -            31 108.0 4 2 
V      31     -            33   112.0 5.17 2 
W    33     -            34 117.17 1 2 
X      4       -            36 3.17 2 2 
Y      3 6    -             37 5.17 2 2 
Z      37    -             39 7.17 2 2 
BB   39     -            40 9.17 3 4 
CC   40     -            42 12.17 24 3 
DD  42    -            44 36.17 42 3 
EE    44    -            45 78.17 30 3 
AA    36    -           47       96.69 2 2 
MM  34    -           48 118.17 0 0 
JJ      37    -           48     116.17 2 2 
FF    45     -           48 108.17 10 2 
HH   47    -           48 98.67 19.5 2 
GG   48    -           49     118.17 11.17 2 
KK    49    -          50 129.34 2 2 
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   RESOURCE (R)/MAN POWER LOADS ALLOCATION/SCHEDULING – LATEST STARTING DATES 
ACTIVITIY 
 

i  j  (LS)  D  R  0   10   20   30     40   50   60   70          80    90   100     110       120           130 
A  1 2  76.6 4 3                     (3)  
B  1 3  2.17 1 1     (1) 
C  1 4  0  3.17 2 (2) 
NN 3  4  3.17  0  0     1̇  
PP  5 4  3.17  0  0     1̇ 
D  1 5  2.17  1  1      (1)  
E  2 7  80.62  1.5  1               (1) 
F  7 8  82.12  1.5  2                  (2) 
G  8 10  83.62  1.54  2                    (2) 
H  10 11  85.16  1.45  2                        (2) 
J  11 14  86.61  1.58  2                      (2)   
K  14 16  88.19  4.38  2                                (2) 
L  16 18  92.57  1.33  2                                      (2) 
M  18 19  93.9  4.1  2               (2) 
N  19 21  98.0  1.5  2                    (2) 
P  21 23  99.5  4  2                        (2) 
Q  23 25  103.5  3  2                            (2) 
R  25 27  106.5  1.5  2                         (2) 
S  10 28  85.16  4  2                  (2) 
LL  27 30  108.0  0  0                  1̇ 
T  28 30  100.0  8  2                    (2) 
U  30 31  108.0  4  2                        (2) 
V  31 33  112.0  5.17  2                             (2) 
W  33 34  117.17  1  2                    (2) 
X  4 36  3.17  2  2            (2) 
Y  36 37  5.17  2  2              (2) 
Z  37 39  7.17  2  2                (2) 
BB  39 40  9.17  3  4                      (4) 
CC  40 42  12.17  24 3                                             (3) 
DD  42 44  36.17  42  3                                   (3) 
EE  44 45  78.17  30  3                                                       (3) 
AA  36 47  96.67  2  2              (2)    
MM  34 48  118.17  0  0                            1̇ 
JJ  37 48  116.17  2  2                      (2) 
FF  45 48  108.17  10  2                         (2) 
HH  47 48  98.67  19.5 2                                                    (2) 
GG  48 49  118.17  11.17  2                                                            (2) 
KK  49 50  129.34  2  2                                       (2) 
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RESOURCE REQT/WK:                  
FIG 4.3: RIGHT-JUSTIFIED SCHEDULE 

     

   8   9 3 3 3 6 3 3 3 3 6 14 13 11 15 15 12 2 4  
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SMOOTHED RESOURCE (R)/MANPOWER LOADS ALLOCATION/SCHEDULING 
ACTIVITIY 

i  j  (LS)  D  R  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 Time (Days) 
TF 

A  1 2  76.6 4 3                       (3)      76.62 
B  1 3  2.17 1 1   (1)              2.17 
C  1 4  0  3.17 2    (2)              0 
NN 3 4  3.17  0  0     1̇              2.17 
PP  5 4  3.17  0  0     1̇              2.17 
D  1 5  2.17  1  1    (1)               2.17 
E  2 7  80.62  1.5  1                 (1)      76.62 
F  7 8  82.12  1.5  2                    (2)      76.62 
G  8 10  83.62  1.54  2                  (2)      76.62 
H  10 11  85.16  1.45  2                    (2)     76.62 
J  11 14  86.61  1.58  2                      (2)       76.62 
K  14 16  88.19  4.38  2                           (2)     76.62 
L  16 18  92.57  1.33  2                                 (2)     76.62 
M  18 19  93.9  4.1  2                         (2)    76.62 
N  19 21  98.0  1.5  2               (2)    76.62 
P  21 23  99.5  4  2                     (2)    76.62 
Q  23 25  103.5  3  2                         (2)   76.62 
R  25 27  106.5  1.5  2                                  (2)   76.62 
S  10 28  85.16  4  2                   (2)      87.46 
LL  27- 30  108.0  0  0                        1̇    76.62 
T  28 30  100.0  8  2                      (2)   87.46 
U  30 31  108.0  4  2                 (2)   76.62 
V  31 33  112.0  5.17  2                         (2)  76.62 
W  33 34  117.17  1  2                        (2)   76.62 
X  4 36  3.17  2  2       (2)              0 
Y  36 37  5.17  2  2         (2)              0 
Z  37 39  7.17  2  2           (2)              0 
BB  39 40  9.17  3  4                 (3)             0 
CC  40 42  12.17  24 3                                             (3)          0 
DD  42 44  36.17  42  3                               (3)      0 
EE  44 45  78.17  30  3                                (3)    0 
AA  36 47  96.67  2  2              (2)    91.6 
MM  34 48  118.17  0  0                            1̇   76.62 
JJ  37 48  116.17  2  2                     (2)   109.0 
FF  45 48  108.17  10  2                     (2)   0 
HH  47 48  98.67  19.5 2                                    (2)   91.5 
GG  48 49  118.17  11.17  2                                        (2) 0 
KK  49 50  129.34  2  2                 (2) 0 
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RESOURCE REQT/WK: 
 
 

FIG 4.4 SMOOTHED RESOURCE SCHEDULING 

8 9 3 3 3 6 3 3 3 3 6 14 13 11 15 15 12 2 4 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Time (weeks) 
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The derivation of the above table is as explained in the 

following Explanatory Note and the resource smoothing is 

reflected in the graph, Fig 4.4 where the resources per 

scheduled activity duration is shown encircled. The resource 

requirements per week show a uniformly increasing profile 

towards the end of the project and just before the actual end 

of the project 

EXPLANATION NOTE: In table 4.4, row Ǿ represents the 

resulting weekly resource loadings/ scheduling in fig 4.3, 

using latest start dates. The weekly smoothed resource ( R )/ 

man power loads allocation/ scheduling, fig. 4.4 is obtained as 

follows (table 4.4): 

Iteration 1: Activity 47- 48 with 2 resources/ man power 

loads, earliest start date, 7.17th day/1st week and latest start 

date, 98.67th day (15th week) within the contract period of 

131.34 days (19weeks) whose duration is 19.5 days is 

rescheduled for start between week 8-9and results in schedule 

row 1, by subtracting/ withdrawing 2resources from the 

schedules under weeks 15, 16 and 17, row Ǿ as shown, row 1 

Iteration 2:  Activity 36-47 with 2 resources/ man power 
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loads, earliest start date 5.17th day (1st week) and latest 

start date 96.67th day (14th week) with the same contract 

period of 19 weeks, whose duration is 2 days 45 -47 (7th 

week) and results in schedule row 2, subtracting/ 

withdrawing 2 resources from the schedules under 14, row 1 

and adding same to the schedule under week5, row 1 as 

shown, row 2, 

Iteration 3: Activity 10-28 with2 resources/ man power 

loads, earliest start date 8.54th day (2nd week) and latest  

start date 85 .16th day (13th week) within the contract period 

of 19 weeks whose duration is 4 days, is rescheduled to 

start between days, 21 -28 (4th week) and results in 

schedule, row3 by  subtracting/withdrawing 2 resources 

from the schedule under week  13, row  2  and adding same 

to the schedule under week 4, row 2, as shown in row 3. 

Iteration4: Activity 8.-10, with 2 resources/ man power load 

earliest  start date7th day (1st week) and latest start date 

83.62nd day (12th week) within the contract  period  of 19 

weeks, where duration is 1.54 days, is rescheduled to start 
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between days 14-21 (3 week) and results in the schedule 

from, by subtracting/ withdrawing  2 resources from week 

12, row 3 and adding same to the schedule under 3, row 3 

as shown in row 4, by subtracting / withdrawing  2 

resources from week 12, row 3 and adding same to the 

schedule under week 3, row 3 as shown in row 4. 

Iteration 5: Activity  7-8, with 2 resources/ man power 

loads, earliest  start date 5.5th day (1st week )fig.  

4.2, latest start date 82.12th day (12th week) fig. 4.3, within 

the contract period of 19 weeks, whose duration is 1.5 days, 

is rescheduled to start between day 42-49 (7th week) and 

results In the schedule, row 5, by subtracting/ withdrawing 2 

resources from week 12, row 4, and adding same to the 

schedule under week 7, row 4, as shown in row 5.  

We have thus obtained a fairly uniformly increasing 

smoothed profile of peaks’ and valleys’ using some of the 

available floats which would have resulted to a subcritical path. 

Thus we have thereby reasonably deferred/ put-off until much 

later in the project the carrying of expenditures for the heavier 

use of resources (man hours).       
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4.10 E TABLE 4.5 SUMMARY OF ACTIUAL COST WITHIN 
PROJECT COMPLETION PERIOD 
 

ACTIVITY  RESOURCE PERIOD te MATERAL& 
TRANSPORTATION COST(N) 

LABOUR 
COST (N) 

Total cost (N) 

1.A 3 men  4.0 113,550.0 32,000.0 145,550.0 
2B 1 man  1.0 – 6000.0 6,000.0 
3C 2 men 3.17 83,25.0 19.020.0 102,270.0 
4D 1man 1.0 – 6,000.0 6,000.0 
5E 1man 1.5 – 9,000.0 9,000.0 
6F 2 men 1.5 2,962.50 9,000.00 11,962.50 
7G 2men 1.54 6,900.0 9,240.0 16,140.0 
8H 2men  1.45 12,660.0 8,700.0 21,360.0 
9J 2men  1.8 10,890.0 9,480.0 20,370.0 
10.K 2 men 4.38 7,230.0 26,280.0 33,510.0 
11.L 2men 1`.33 1,680.0 7,980.0 9,660.0 
12.M 2men  4.1 4.494.0 24,600.0 29,0940.0 
13.N 2men  1.5 2,160.0 9000.0 11,160.0 
14.P 2 men 4.0 73,200.0 24,000.0 97,200.0 
15.Q 2men 3.0 27,300.0 18,000.0 45,300.0 
16.R 2men  1.5 – 9,000.0 9,000.0 
17.S 2men  4.0 45,000.0 24,000.0 `69,000.0 
18.T 2 men 8.0 48,000.0 48,000.0 96,000.0 
19.U 2men 4.0 18,000.0 24,000.0 42,000.0 
20 .V 2men  5.17 3,750.0 31,020.0 34,770.0 
21.W 2men  1.0 3,000.0 6,000.0 9,000.0 
22.X 2 men 2.0 22,500.0 12,000.0 34,500.0 
23.Y 2men 2.0 –– 12,000.0 34,500.0 
24.Z 2men  2.0 – 12,000.0 12,000.0 
25. AA 4men  2.0 – 20,000. 20,000.0 
26.BB 3men 3.0 –– 24,000.0 24,000.0 
27.CC 3men 24.0 716,950.0 192,000.0 908,950.0 
28 DD 3men 42.0 ––– 336,000.0 336,000.0 
29EE 3men 30.0 141,000.0 180,000.0 231,000.0 
30.FF 3men 10.0 134,400.0 60,000.0 194,400.0 
31.GG 3men 11.17 13,000.0 67020.0 80,020.0 
32 HH 2men 19.5 –– –– –– 
33JJ 2men 2.0 –– –– –– 
34KK 2men 2.0 60,150.0 12,000.0 72,150.0 
35LL Dummy ––– –––– –––– –––– 
36MM Dummy ––– –––– –––– –––– 
37NN Dummy ––– –––– –––– –––– 
38 PP Dummy ––– –––– –––– –––– 
     3,101,216.50 
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SUMMARY/ COMMENT 

Cost of Mechanical Services: N983,926.50  

Cost of Electrical  Services:    N2,117,290.00  

Total Cost:                               N3,101,216.50  

 ESTIMATED COST OF MATERIAL NOT SUPPLIED 

BY THE  CONTRACTOR THOUGH VALUED IN THE BOQ 

1 Fire fighting installation N395,000.0x60% = 237,000.0 

2. Extra Low Voltage: N129,000.0 x 60% = 77,000.0 

3 PABX:                   N150,000.0 x 60%        = 90,000.0 

4 Fire Alarm Panel: N55,000.0 x 60%  =33,000.0 

Total               c                                                                                                                            

                     437,400.0 

Work valued and paid for at practical completion was four million 

and eighty –five thousand naria (N4, 085,000.00) 
 Our electrical services cost included eight (8) units of 1.5Hp air 

conditioners valued at N194, 400.0 but were not provided for in 

the BOQ, except their controls and switching points. From the  

summary we conclude that the project was over-valued ie  the 

estimated cost was higher than the actual cost and yet, the 

contractor could not satisfactorily perform, which further 
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confirms the disadvantage of not using PERT/CPM analysis 

method. 

DISCUSSION OF ANALYSED DATA 

Table 4.0, page 111, shows that, using the PERT/CPM, the 

project was divided into 38 operations or -activities. Since most 

of the activities could last for about two days using as few as two 

workmen, it indicates that  the small project could be said to have  

been   broken   into   sufficient   details   for practical purposes. 

The earliest start and finish times and latest finish and latest 

start dates of events as derived from the forward and backward 

pass computations are accordingly reflected on the network 

diagram, fig 4.0 on page 112. Together with the duration of  each 

activity inserted on the network diagram the latest  starting   and   

earliest   finishing   dates   of   each  activity are   calculated   from   

the   network,   section   4.3C. Accordingly, section 4.3D displays 

the CRITCAL and other path’s through the resulting network. 

In the PERT/CPM network developed and used in this study, fig 

4.0, our computed feasible and acceptable earliest completion 

date (project duration period), is 131.34 days (4.69 months   or   

4.70months),   as   compared   with   the  contractor’s offer of 
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completion time of 3 months (84days) which  he  proposed   

without   using   PERT/CPM  analysis   but  based on which he won 

the contract/bid.  Both completion times were based on an 

average of 28 working days of 8 hours per day per month. 
Thus  this  realistic  actual completion period of  4.70 months is 

longer than or occurs after  the contractor’s roughly estimated 

completion/finish date of  3months; the   consultants/ supervisor 

thus would  need to have increased the Contractor’s proposed  

project   duration   by   1.69   months, (131.34 -84 ) days = 47.34 

working days. 

 Alternatively, if the contractor had used PERT/CPM method in 

his quotation for the job, he could have arrived at this actual 

completion period of 4.7months as feasible. Thus the project 

duration was underestimated by the contractor by about 50%, 

which we can illustrate for confirmation as   follows . 

Our computed Critical Path consists of the activities: C,X,Y,Z 

,BB, CC,DD,EE,FF, GG, and KK. The estimated times  to 

complete each activity, te, from their three – time estimates  

and corresponding variances , 2t, are as follows: ( Table  4.1 

or 4.0): 
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te: 3.17.2.0,2.0,  2.0,  3.0,  24.0, 42.0,  30.0,  10.0,  11.17,2.0 

20 :028  0.111, 0.111, 0.111, 0.111, 4.0, 4.0, 4.0,  1.0, 

4.0,0.111 Using eqn. 2.7, 

tE = 3.17 + 2.0 +2.0 + 3.0 + 24.0 + 42.0 + 30.0 + 10.0 +11.17 

+2.0=11.17 +2.0 

= 131.34 

2
t= 0.028 + 0.111 +0.111 +0.111 + 0.111 +4.0 +4.0 

+ 4.0 + 1.0 +4.0 + 0.111 

=17.583 

Standard deviation,t  =      2
t    =   (17.583)1/2 = 4.193 .  

Using eqn. 2.8, the  number of standard deviations the desired  

completion   date,   tD,   of   84   days   is   from   the  computed  

expected completion time, tE of 131.34 days is given by 

Z = 84 – 131.34          = - 47.34      =  -11.29 
 4.193 4.193 
 
 
 
 
 Now if we insist on the contract period of three months ( 84 days) as 

the  desired completion period, tD, this value of - 11.29 of standard 

deviations is not covered in the Areas Under the Normal Curve Table, 

Appendix 1, table A. Hence  the probability of completing the project 

in 84 days ( 3 months) is very low based on resources loading. This is 

proved because the contractor who accepted to complete the project 
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in 84 days ( 3 months ) without using a network analysis to arrive at 

such “ feasible” period could not complete the project within schedule, 

thus necessitating almost double time overrun to the magnitude of 

100%, which is unacceptable . ( see Practical Completion of 

Works/Valuation  Inspection Report, Appendix 5C). Both the in-house 

staff  Consultants/ Supervisor  who set contract period and the 

contractors who set the contract periods and the contractors who 

accepted  such are  best  advised  not  to employ the ‘rule of thumb’ 

Bar Chart but to use PERT/ CPM Network Analysis to arrive at 

reasonable contact competition  periods. Furthermore , our computed 

expected completion period  assumed the use of the minimum 

number of two workmen per activity, as technical allowed /advisable. 

It   would be most uneconomical     to assign more number of men 

(resources) than two to an activity that would normally be completed 

in one day by two in order to attempt to complete the entire project in 

less than the most reasonable period.   

Total, Free and Independent floats are calculated, 

sections 4.4, A, B, C,. We note that negative float values 

are assumed to be zero floats. All the critical indices usually 

employed in analysis are shown in table 4.1. One of the 

beauties of the PERT/CPM method lies in the fact that 
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having derived the  diagram,  further  Iterative processes 

can be shortened  by transforming the network diagram  

into a Gantt. Chart diagram. The method shown in section 

4.5 resulted in the Gantt chart of fig 4.1 with the critical 

path indicated by the broken line. 

 
4.10  A: DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL PATH 
FROM DERIVED GANTT CHART: 

Clearly, the critical path lies between the point farthest to 

the right (in this case the 50 in activity 49-50) and the point 

farthest to the left (in this case any 1). Starting with the 

farthest right-hand point draw a vertical line  upwards   to   

meet  the   farthest   right-hand   point  carrying  the number 

matching the left-hand number on the last   activity, ie   

activity  49.   Match   the left-hand number 49 of activity 49 -

50 to the right hand number 49 of activity 48-49 through a 

vertical drawn upwards through the farthest point, (50).  

Similarly continue until the first number (1) is reached, which 

in this case is with   Activity 1-4. In the diagram, fig 4.1, the 

critical path is shown as a broken line, and lies along   

activities 1-4-36- 37 -39 -40 -42- 44- 45- 48- 49- 50.   The   
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dotted   line   is   used only to emphasize  the critical path and should  

not be  taken as any form of barrier. 

4.10B DETERMINATION   OF   FLOAT   FROM   GANTT 
CHART 

Similarly floats, like other critical indices, may be determined from 

the derived Gantt chart. We know that critical activities cannot 

'move' or float but non-critical activities do until they meet another 

activity whose tail number coincides with the floating activity's 

head number. For simplicity we start these calculations from the 

bottom of the chart, for example, activity 47-48 can 'move' to the 

right by 17 x 5 + 6 days, using the scale of I mm  to 1 day = 85 + 6 

= 91 days and 91 days and cannot meet any other activity that  

can float except activities  48 -49 and  45-48, either of which 

does not float, being critical activities. Hence, it has a 

total, free and independent float of 91 days, which 

compares well with calculated 91.5 days. Activity 37-48 

can ‘move’ to the right by 21 x 5 + 4 = 105 + 4 = 109 

days, without meeting any other activity that can float. 

Hence it has total, free and independent float of 109 days 
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which agrees with the calculated value. (see table 4.1). 

HINT: The problem of plotting fractional days, e.g 0.1, 

0.33, 0.47 days  may introduce variations on values that 

can be read off the critical path plotted and the values  

obtained from calculations 

4.10C MAN POWER LOAD / ALLOCATION/ 

SCHEDULLING    

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the redrawn Gantt chart. They 

indicate two extreme cases in the timing /scheduling of 

the activities and their manpower loads /resources shown 

encircled. In figure 4.2 the activities are scheduled at their 

earliest starting dates with corresponding man power 

loads/resources, while figure 4.3 show the reverse with 

their  activities and corresponding resources  shown  scheduled  

at their latest starting dates.  Loading at the earliest starting dates 

results in a Left -justified schedule while loading at the latest 

starting dates results in a Right -justified schedule.  
  

In long projects where the time value of money is a concern, 
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right-justified schedules may be desired /preferred because the 

expenditures for the heavier use of resources (man-hours) can be 

put off until much later in the project. The benefit of this is a   

reduction in the overtime expenditures, and hiring and firing costs. 

Thus, carrying of the maximum of man-hour loads of 16, 21 

and13 from  the first three weeks of the contract is delayed until 

the  12th, 13th,  15th, 16th, weeks of the 19 weeks  contract

4.10D RESOURCE SMOOTHING (fig 4.4) 

Under the Unconstrained / Unlimited resource situation, the 

smoothing   of the work   load   by the   trial and-error approach, 

we assume that the project completion date, as determined by the 

standard CPM or PERT methods is not to be changed and that we 

have the resources (or the capacity / commitment to acquire them  as 

is implied by the use of BOQ contract, to accomplish any schedule 

that results,  all things being equal, for example, a steady cash flow 

is guaranteed and payments made as and when due. We 

accordingly attempt  to smooth  the  resource/work force  load  to 

seek if the  peak   requirements may   be  reduced  without 

extending   the  completion  date,   using floats. 

For example, activities, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5 are at their latest 
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starting dates and cannot float or be started beyond their indicated 

starting dates. Because critical activities, we have noted, are fixed 

and therefore cannot ‘move’/ float beyond their earliest and latest 

starting dates, a most appropriate or suitable resource smoothing 

method which reduces the "valleys" and "peaks" to their minimum 

levels is achieved by applying an iterative procedure (table 4,5) by 

allowing the activities indicated  in table 4,5 to "float" and be 

started before their latest starting  dates as shown in the 

table. Such smoothed work load   is shown in fig 4.4. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0  INTRDUCTION: 

In this chapter, the summary of findings from the analyzed  data is 

presented, conclusion is drawn and an attempt is made at presenting 

recommendations based on   the findings, 
5.1 COMMENTS ON PROJECT PLANNING 

TECHNIQUES. 

Only two project planning and scheduling techniques were primarily  

considered- the  BAR/GAN'IT chart and  the  PERT/CPM 

5.2 THE BAR OR GANTT CHART: 

Indisputably the Chart, per se, is a simple graphic tool that 

relates the planned progress to a time schedule, with 

uncomplicated format and visual clarity which gives it the additional 

characteristic of being a reliable medium for displaying such project 

information as planned equipment,-material and crew schedule. 

However if the Chart is drawn by the rule of the thumb, instead of its 

being derived from a developed Network, it has serious crippling 
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disadvantages to recommend it for any serious project. This study 

has brought out the fact that only if such Bar or Gantt chart is   

DERIVED/TRANSLATED from a Network Diagram of the project in 

which case the Bar or Gantt chart would  have most of the properties 

of a Network  Diagram, which   are   usually   combined   with   that  

of  a Network’s  other   peculiar   properties   to   make   project 

planning  and scheduling dynamic where timing is critical. 
5.3  THE PROJECT  EVALUATION  AND  REVIEW 

TECHNIQUE    (PERT)    AND    THE    CRITICAL    PATH 

METHOD (CPM). 

This study primarily focused to some great detail projects planning 

and scheduling techniques, using the PERT/CPM, which find useful 

application in pre -, during and post - contact administration, of 

various types. This researcher asked questions to the contracting 

firm staff and the supervising/consultant staff on the use of 

PERT/CPM on sites, especially as the contractor had problems in 

successfully delivering the project and on time. 

 The percentage usage of the network scheduling techniques 

is very low. Most firms have never used the techniques before. No 

– user firms are not very familiar with the use of the technique. 
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Reasons given for this tend to include the complexities associated 

with the method and the lack of adequate skill to adopt the 

technique. Some firms are unwilling to start studying the technique 

for probable future use since award or winning a contract 

especially with government and personal or individual projects is 

not pre-conditioned to have used the technique in tendering for the 

contract. It seems ignorance is the major barrier to the use of 

PERT/CPM in construction contracts. 

 However despite the very low usage of network scheduling 

technique, its application in planning greatly assists in checking 

available cost and time overruns of construction works. Moreso, 

project control which is necessitated by unexpected technical 

problems, insufficient resource availability, insurmountable 

technical 

Difficulties, reliability   or    quality   problems,  change   in clients  

brief /increase    in    scope    of    work,     interdepartmental  or    

sectional    functional    complications, inadequate  budget;   use   

of  optimistic  time   estimates, incorrect  activity   sequencing,     

imbalance   in   resource demand and  supply levels, etc (Mee 

Edoiye M Andawel  2003) readily lends  itself to solution  using  
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PERT/CPM approach 

5.4                             CONCLUSION 

Effective allocation of resources in construction works is the 

ultimate goal of the various operators of the construction    

industry. Consequently, efforts aimed at curbing the rising cost of 

construction works in the country have been receiving continued 

attention. In this regard several studies have been carried out on  

the causes of high cost of construction, why construction works are 

incessantly abandoned and unduly delayed and possible solution to 

minimize the trend. 

Oseseman (1988) in his observation considered inadequate 

planning, inflation and executive capacity of contractors as 

factors responsible for the high rate of project 

abandonment.  Other   contributors   showed   the efforts 

of monetary and fiscal policies of the government and clients 

in the country. To these, I may add the Nigerian’ or human factor or 

'the business' aspect which cannot be overlooked. In view of the 

contributions of the   industry to the national   economy, efforts 

directed   at minimizing cost and time of construction work, need be    

encouraged. Therefore, despite the very low percentage application 
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of network scheduling technique in planning, scheduling, allocating 

and controlling resources of construction works, the timely 

integration of such an efficient technique in managing construction 

projects will further improve the cost control efforts in the   

construction   industry.   Not withstanding    the ease for use of Bar 

or Gantt chart, per se, contractors must recognize the personal, 

practical and economic advantages to their firms in adopting the 

use of the prove -effective   network   technique   in   project 

management. 

5.5     RECOMMENDATION 

From the results of the analysis, it is obvious that despite the 

different contracting and tendering systems adopted,, when jobs are 

not well planned, construction work therefore run behind schedule and 

considering the effects of extended project duration on clients, 

contractors' profit and the economy as a whole, all efforts should be 

directed towards efficient resource allocation/scheduling and job 

co-ordination. 'Furthermore, because of the positive contributions 

the construction industry  can make to the national economy, 

greater attention  needs to be devoted to the following:-  
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(1) CONSTRUCTION PLANNING PERSONNEL:  
Majority of those entrusted with construction planning on sites such 

as site Agents and 'Engineers' have not the enough requisite 

experience to cope adequately with the responsibility of properly 

executed projects. Also in some firms many site agents and 

engineers have very little formal education in modern day 

construction planning and control. They therefore are not conversant 

with adequate planning techniques that would aid successful project 

execution. It seems appropriate, therefore, to suggest that the 

professional regulatory bodies in the industry such as the Institute of 

Building, Nigerian Society of Engineers, etc, or even the government 

should organize short courses to advance these category of planners 

and managers and or legislate otherwise. 

ii CHOICE AND USE OF PLANNING TECHNIQUES:  

 No single planning technique can offer solution to all problems 

on site. Users  of the bar chart in the Nigerian construction industry 

do not seem to have accepted this truth. A planning technique or a 

combination of a number of them should be used only when they are 

considered very suitable for a particular project. A technique should 

therefore not be chosen simply because it is very easy to draw, 
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require little effort to implement, etc. Network scheduling and 

controlling of construction works and its application should be 

integrated with the most common existing Bar/Gantt Chart after such 

Gant/ Bar Chart has been translated/ derived from its Network 

equivalent, for the practitioners to imbibe the new culture of 

project planning and scheduling  

Construction contracts should make it mandatory for 

contractors (tenders) to present their proposed work schedules 

using both the derived /translated’ Bar/Gantt Chart and network 

scheduling techniques. In this way, all the inherent 

inadequacies of the two methods can be addressed. 

 
Iii CLIENT ATTITUDE TOWARDS PROJECT PLANNING  
 
 Construction costs are wholly borne by clients. The degree of 

interest shown by clients in the planning of their project is important 

for timely completion of projects. There seems to be little   demand   

that construction programmes be submitted with tenders. Also a 

good percentage of contractors display unworkable programmers in 

their site offices without clients requesting that the programmes be 

accordingly updated. A way of testing contractor’s ability   to   

complete project on time is to critically examine the practicality of 

their programmes for construction. There is need for clients not 

only to demand that good programmes be drawn for construction 
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but also to insist that they be updated when schedules slip or 

advance.  

 
 
 
(iv) PRE-CONTRIACT PLANNING 

The pre-contract  stage is the best time for making  arrangement  

for purchases of material, labour, obtaining plants for  projects 

and planning sub-contractors' work. The machinery for successful 

project execution should be set in motion at the pre-contract stage 

including adequate Design Review sessions. Effective scheduling of 

all activities is necessary at this stage if the construction process is 

to go unhindered. Attention should also be given to fund planning 

and organizational requirements. Perhaps  it should be stated that 

constructions clients need to arrange for uninterrupted flow of 

funds to their projects to  ensure on-time delivery because 

contractors' commonest  but valid reason, though, for project time- 

overrun  is delayed payment on valued work. The foregoing 

excludes inflation which is most difficult to control but which can still 

be addressed. 

(v) COMPREHENSIVE UTILIZATION OF PLANNING AND 

SCHEDULING SYSTEM 

As stated  earlier, the Bar/ Gantt Chart translated or not from its 

Network equivalent is used on most sites.  Scheduling with the 

technique does not include materials  delivery, labour  requirements  

and plant schedules. Programmes should include dates for 
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delivering plant and materials to sites. This will, undoubtedly, help in 

minimizing delays on construction sites. The programmes delivery 

dates should serve as a basis for setting up an early-warning 

system for stock control. Comprehensive utilization of planning 

and scheduling system will help agents and engineers in soliciting 

management assistance towards project delivery. Such planning 

would facilitate speedy construction by establishing: 

(a) Material delivery dates. 

(b) Types, quantities and duration of equipment needs  

(c) The classification and number of workmen required and the 

times they are expected on site, and    

(d) Possibilities  for reducing the project duration 

5.6 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

The application of more efficient resource management technique in     

construction projects, especially in resource-constrained   situations   

which are more natural occurrences, is inevitable. This is 

necessitated by the importance of the industry in nation building 

However, the success in this approach largely depends on the 

accuracy and speed with which related data are processed. 

Such    precision    can    only    be    achieved    by    the 
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application of modern information technology through the use of 

computers, more especially in situations where the work  

breakdown structure,  (WBS) has a  minimum of about a  few 

hundreds to thousands of activities and multi-resources as  asserted 

by Adam, Jnr., Everet E and Ebert , Ronald J. (1993). The general 

complaint" for the tedious iterative process and complexity in   the 

application of network technique can no doubt be eased out by the 

application of personal computers with suitable packages.  

My personal experience indicates to me that the manual  

iterative procedure/method in analyzing a small project of a few 

activities, as the one considered in this  study, would  be necessary  

in understanding the use of computers for analysis  of  multiactivity  

and  multi-resource   projects.  I therefore suggest for future STUDY, 

the use/application of computer information technology   

management in   the successful processing    and    delivery    of   

construction projects. 
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APPENDIX -1 
 

COST COMPUTATION WITHIN  PROJECT COMPLETION PERIOD 
Activity  Material & transport (N) 

 
Labour (N) 
 

TOTAL (N) 
 

1.A 219, 250.00-30,000.0 
=189,250. 0 x60% 
= 113550.0 

2000.0 24days 
     =16000.0 
4000.0x1x4 days 
     = 16000.0 
      32,000.0 
 

 
 
 145,550.0 

2.B No mater were  
purchased 

2000.0 x 1 x1 day =200.0 
4000.0 x 1 x 1day = 4000.0 
                                 6000.0 

 
  6,000.0 

3.C 25000.0 
36250.0 
25000.0 
= 86, 250.0 x 60% 
           = 51,750.0 
15% x 20,000.= 3,000.0 
15% x 30,000.0 = 45000.0 
Builder’s work  =24000.0 
                           83,2500.0 
 

 
 
 
 
2000.0 x 1x3.7 days 
                   = 6,340.0 
4000.0 x 1x3.17 days 
                   = 12,680.0 
                      19,0020.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 102,270.0 

4D No materials were  
Purchased 

2000.0 1x 1 day    =2000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1 day   =4000.0 
                                6000.0 
 

 
 
6,000.0 

5E No materials were  
Purchased 

2000.0 1x 1.5 day    =2000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.5 day   =4000.0 
                                  9000.0 
 

 
 
9,000.0 

6F 11,850.0 X 25% 
   = 2,962. 50 

2000.0 1x 1.5 day    =3000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.5 day   =6000.0 
                                  9000.0 
 

 
 
11,962.50 

7.G 11,850.0 X 60% 
   = 6,900. 0 
 

2000.0 1x 1.54 day    =3000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.54 day   =6000.0 
                                   9240.0 
 

 
 
16,140.0 

8.H 3600.0 + 17,500.0 
= 21, 100.0 x 60% 
=12,660.0 
 

2000.0 1x 1.54 day    =2900.0 
 4000.0 1 x 1.54 day  =5800.0 
                                        8700.0 
 

 
 
21,360.0 
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Activity  Material & transport (N) 
 

Labour (N) 
 

TOTAL (N) 
 

9.J 2450.0 + 15000.0 + 
700.0 
=18150 .0 x 60% 
= 10,890.0s 

2000.0 x1x1.58 days =3160.0 
 
4000.0x1x1.58 days =6320.0 
                                      9480.0 
 

 
 
 20,370.0 

10.K 1650.0 + 1400.0 + 9000.0 
= 12,050.0 X 60% 
= 7,230.0 
 

2000.0 x 1 x4 days  = 8760.0 
 
4000.0 x 1 x 4days  = 17520.0 
                                   26,280.0 

 
  33,510.0 

11.L 1800.0 +1000.0 
= 2,800.0 x60% 
 
= 1,680.0 
 

2000.0 x 1x1 3.3 days = 26,660.0 
 

4000.0 x 1x1 3.3 days =53,20.0 
                             7980.0 

 9,660.0 

12 M 3600.0 + 1400.0 + 1500.0 
+990.0  =7490.0 X 60% 
               =4494.0 

2000.0 1x 4.1 days    =8200.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.33 days  =16400.0 
                                    24,600.0 
 

 
 
24,094.0 

13.N  1500.0 + 1500.0 + 600.0  
=3600.0 X60%  
=2160.0 

2000.0 1x 1.5 days    =3000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.5 days   =6000.0 
                                  9,00.0 
 

 
 
11,160.0 

14.P 122,000.0 x60% 
   = 73,200.0 

2000.0 1x 4 day    =8000.0 
4000.0 1 x 4 day   =16000.0 
                                  24000.0 
 

 
 
97,200.0 

15.Q 45,500.0 x60% 
   = 27,300. 0 
 

2000.0 1x 1.1.3 days    =6000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.1.3 days   =12000.0 
                                       18000.0 
 

 
 
45,300.0 

16.R No materials were  
Purchased 

2000.0 1x 1.5 days    =3000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1.5 days  =6000.0 
                                        9000.0 
 

 
 
9,000.0 

17 .S 75,000.0x60% 
 = 45,000.0 
 

2000.0 1x 4 days          =8000.0  
4000.0 1 x4 days         =16000.0 
                                        24000.0 
 

 
69,000.0 

18.T (45,000.0 +35000.0)x 60% 
 
     =48,000.0 

2000.0 1x 8 days       =16000.0  
4000.0 1 x 8 days      =32000.0 
                                        48000.0 

 
 
96,000.0 
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Activity  Material & transport (N) 

 
Labour (N) 
 

Table (N) 
 

19.U 30,000.0 X60% 
= 18,000.0 

2000.0 x1x4 days    =8000.0 
 
4000.0x1x4days      =16000.0 
                                      24,000.0 
 

 
 
 42,000.0 

20.V 15, 000.0X25% 
=3,750.0 
 

2000.0 x 1 x5.17 days  = 10,340.0 
 

4000.0 x 1 x5.17 days  =20,680.0 
                                     31,020.0 

 
34,770.0 

21.W 20,000.0 X15% 
 
= 3000.0 
 

2000.0 x 1x 1 days = 2000.0 
 

4000.0 x 1x1 days   =4000.0 
                                   6000.0 

 
9.000.0 

22 X 30,000X75% 
 = 22,500.0 

2000.0 1x 2 days    =4000.0 
4000.0 1 x 2 days  =8000.0 
                                    12,000.0 
 

 
 
34,500.0 

23.Y  No materials were  
Purchased 

2000.0 1x 2 days    =4000.0 
4000.0 1 x 2 days   =8000.0 
                                  12,000.0 
 

 
 
12,000.0 

24 Z Materials already accoutered 
for in 3.C 

2000.0 1x 2 day    =4000.0 
4000.0 1 x 2 day   =8000.0 
                                  12000.0 
 

 
 
12,000.0 

25 .AA No materials were  
Purchased 

2000.0 x 3X2 days    =4000.0 
4000.0 1 x 2 days       =8000.0 
                                       18000.0 
 

 
 
20,000.0 

26.BB See 27.CC 2000.0 1x 2X3 days    =12,000.0 
4000.0 1 x 1X3 days  =12,000.0 
                                        9000.0 
 

 
 
24,000.0 

27.CC 520,250.0 + 806,250.0 
+220,500.0 + 121,900.0 
=1,668,900.0 
-235,000.0 Fittings. 
 
=1,433,900.0 x50% 
=716,950.0 

2000.0 2x 2 x3 days    =96000.0  
4000.0 1 x 24 days       =96000.0 
                                        192,000.0 
 

 
908,950.0 

28 DD See 73.CC 2000.0 1x 2X42 days    =166000.0  
4000.0 1 x 42  days      =168000.0 
                                        336000.0 

 
 
336,000.0 
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Activity  Material & transport (N) 

 
Labour (N) 
 

Table (N) 
 

29 13,000.0 +19,000 + 
80,000.0 
=235,000.0X60% 
=141,000.0 

2000.0 xX130 days    =60000.0 
 
4000.0x1X30days      =120,000.0 
                                      180,000.0 
 

 
 
321,000.0 

30.FF 224,000.0 X60% 
=134,400.0 
 

2000.0 x 1 X10 days  = 20,000.0 
 

4000.0 x 1 X10  days  =40,000.0 
                                     60,000.0 

194,400.0 

31.GG 40,000.+ 12,000  
=52,000.0 X25% 
= 13,000.0 
 

2000.0 x 1x 11.17 days = 22340.0 
 

4000.0 x 1x11.17 days   =44680.0 
                                   67020.0 

 
8.020.0 

32 HH No materials were  
Purchased 

Already accounted for in 4.D 
 

– 
 
 

33.  JJ No materials were  
Purchased 

Already accounted for in 4.D 
 

– 

34.KK 20,000.0 + 10,000.0 +10,000.0 
=40,000.0 X15% =6.000.0   (a) 
7500.0 +45,000.0  
+12,000.0 +15,000.0 
+7000.0 =86,500.0 x60% 
=51,900.0   -(b) 15,000.0x15% 
=2.250.0 –– (c)a + b +c 
=60150.0 
 

 
 
 
2000.0 1x 2 days    =4000.0 
4000.0 1 x 2 days   =8000.0 
                                  12,000.0 
 

 
 
 
72,150.0 

35.LL Dummy  –––––––––––––– – 
36 MM Dummy ––––––––––––––- – 
37  NN Dummy ––––––––––––––– – 
38 PP Dummy –––––––––––– –– 
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2 .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 
00 .0000 .0040 .0080 .0120 .0160 .0199 .0239 .0279  .0319 .0359 
0.1 .0398  .0478 .0517 .0557 .0596 .0636 .0675 .0714 .0714 .0753 
.02 .o793 .0832  .0871 .0910 .0948 .0987 .1026 .1064 .1103 .1141 
.03 .1179 .1217 .1255 .1293 .1331 .1368 .1406 .1443 .1480 .1517 
.04 .1555 .1591 .1628 .1664  ..1700 .1736 .1772 .1808 .1844 .1879 
.05 .1915 .1950 . 1985 .2019 .2054 .2088 .2123 .2157 .2190 .2224 
.06 2257 .2291 .2324 .2357 .2389 .2422 .2454 .2486 2517 .2549 
.07 .2580 .2611 .2642 .2673 .2704 .2734 .2764 .2794 .2823 .2652 
08 .2881 .2910 .2939 .2967 .2995 .3023 .3051 .3078 .3106 .3233 
.09 .3159 .3186 .3212 .3238 .3264 .3289 .3315 .3340 .3365 .3389 
1.0 .3413 .3438 .3461 3485 .3508 .3531 .3554 .3577 .3599 .3621 
1.1 .3643 .3665 .3686 .3708 .3729 .3749 .3770 .3790 .3810 .3830 
1.2 .3849 .3869 .3888 .3907 .3925 .3944 .3962 .3980 .3997 ,4015 
1.3  .4042 .4049 .4066 .4982 .4099 .4115 .4131 .4147 .4152 .4177 
1.4 4192 .4207 .4222 .4236 .4251 .4265 .4279 4292 4306 4319 
1.5 .4342 .4345 .4357 .4370 .4382 .4394 .4406 .4418 .4429 .4441 
1.6 4455 .4463 4474 .4484 .4495 .4505 .4525 .4515 .4535 .4545 
1.7 .4554 .4564 .4573 .4582 .4591 .4599 .4608 .4616 .4625 .46633 
1.8 .4641 .4649 .4656 .4664 .4671 .4678 .4686 .4693 .4699 .4633 
1.9 4713 .4719 .4726 .4732 .4738 .4744 .4750 .4758 .4761 .4767 
2.0 .4772 .4778 .4783 .4788 .4793 .4798 .4803 4808 .4854 4857 
2.1 .4821 .4826 .4830 .4834 .4838 .4842 .4846 .4850 4854 4857. 
2.2 .4861 .4864 .4868 .4871 .4875 .4878 .4881 .4884 .4887 .4890 
.2.3 .4893 .4996 .4898 .4901 .4904 4906 4909 .4911 4913 .4916 
2.4 .4918 .4920 .4922 4925 4927 4929 .4931 .4932 .4934 .4936 
2.5 .4938 .4940 .4941 .4943 4945 4946 .4948 4949 .4951 .4952 
2.6 .4953 .4955 4956 4957 .4959 .4960 4961 4962 4963 4964 
2.7 .4965 .4966 .4967 .4968 .4969 .4970 .4971 4972 4972 .4973 
2.8 .4974 .4975 .4976 .4977 .4977 .4978 .4979 .4979 .4980 .4981 
2.9 .4981 .4982 .4982 .4983 .4984 .4984 .4985 .4985 .4986 4986 
3.0 .4986 .4987 .4987 .4988 .4988 .4988 .4989 .4989 4989 .4990 
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PROPOSED BUILDING FOR SCHOOL 
OF  HEATH TECHNOLOGY, F.U.T.O 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
BILL O0F QUANTITIES FOR 
MECHANICAL          
  & ELECTRICAL SERVICES  
     ( PHASE B – ONE UNIT ONLY) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CLIENT:                         CONSULTANTS: 
The vice – chancellor                               Physical planning & 
Federal University of technology                    Development   unit  
PMB 1526                                                           Fed university of  
Owerri                                                                 Tech Owerri 

 
 
 

MARCH 2003 
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     Sanitary I installation 
               
       Pipe work 
A   INICLUDE THE provisional sum   

N30,00  for pipe work                                                              
sum                           30,000 

               
    Sanitary fittings  
              
    Supply and fix the following 
    sanitary fittings and jointing 
      together of  all compound parts  
 
B    Twy ford  while low level we com- 
      prizing 9 liters vitreous china 
      flushing cistern with 13mm union 
      connector , 12mm diameter  income- 
           ing flexible connectors and 19 mm  
           diameter, flexible overflow conn- 
           ector flush pipe  and black/ whi 
           te  patic ring seat with rubber  
           buffers pedestal pan and waste  
           trap and connecting to waste  
           pipe include waste pan to 
           concrete floor and screwing cist- 
           ern brackets to title wall   
            (with p trap ).                                                       7                
No                    17500     122,5 
   
C         Vitreous chin waain 55mm 
           x 450 mm complete with china and  
           stay, 1 nr 13 chromium plated  
         pillar vale tap ( cold water  
         only ) with union connector and  
          50mm diameter chromium plated 
           Waste fitting  and pair  of canti 
          lever branches plugged to tiled  
         wall.                                                                      7                    
No           650             45, 50D          
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D       chromium plated toilet roll 
          holders.                                                                 7                      
No         750             5,2 
           
E      600mm x 800mm one end silvered 
        float mirror with  polished  adages 
        fixed  with dome – shaped  chrome 
       Plated mirror  screws.                                             2                    
No           4500              9,oo 
                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To Collection                   N          212 
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1000mm long Anodised Aluminium or 
 other equal and approved towel  
rail fixed  with screws at en ds to                                       7                         
N0S           1972          7,000= 
 
 
                                                                                                              
 
 
                                                                                     To   C o l l e c t i o n                       N 7,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                         C o l l e c t i o n  
 
 
                                                                                                    MS/1                           N   212, 2 
                                                                                                    
 
                                                                                                  MS/2                             N      7,000                                                                                       
 
                                                                                                  
                                                                                               SANITARY INSTALLATION    
                                           C a r r i e d   t o                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                      SUMMARY       N219250 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MS/2 
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PROPOSED BUILDING FOR SCHOOL 
OF  HEATH TECHNOLOGY, F.U.T.O 
 

 
 

BILL O0F QUANTITIES FOR COLD 
WATER INSTALLATION PHASE A & B 

(ONE-UNIT ONLY) 
 
 

 
CLIENT:                         CONSULTANTS: 
The vice – chancellor                               Physical planning & 
Federal University of technology                    Development   unit  
PMB 1526                                                           Fed university of  
Owerri                                                                 Tech Owerri 

 
 
 

MARCH 2003 
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TABLE  

Boosted cold water installation 

 

     

Note: This aspect of the 

work is for both phases 

A&B 

     

Excavating trenches for 

pipework width exceeding 

300mm, grading both 

compaction and disposal of 

surplus spoil by removing 

from site. 

     

Excavation starting from 

natural ground level 

including filling with 

excavated materials arising 

from the excavation not 

exceeding 1.00m deep. 

79 M 150 11850  

Pipework  

All pipework and fittings to 
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be UPVC pipes 

100mm Diameter pipe cast 

in floor slab.  

20 M    

Ditto. Laid in trench. 40 M 250 1780  

Ditto. Length not exceeding 

1.00m 

10 M    

50m ditto. 13 M    

Ditto. Above Ground level, 11 M 150 3,600  

Extra over 50mm pipe for 

50x50x25mm too. 

4 No 350 2450  

Ditto. For 50x40x32mm tee  3 “ 3000 15822  

Ditto. For 50mm gate value. 3 “    

Ditto. For 50mm Non-return 

value. 

2 “    

Ditto. For 50x32mm bend 2 “ 350 700  

 To collection  51, 100  

 

A. 40mm diameter pipe laid in trench 6 M 150 1650 

B. Ditto. Above ground level.   5 M 

C. Extra over 40mm diameter pipe for 

40x40x25mm tee.    2 No 350 1,480 
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D. Ditto. For 40,32mm bend   2 “  

E. 32mm Diameter pipe laid in trench 37 M 150 9222 

F. Ditto. Above ground level.   23 M 

G. Extra over 32mm diameter pipe for  

32mm bend.     3 No 300 1800 

I. Ditto. For 32x32x19mm tee   3 No  

J. Ditto for 32 gate level.    4 No 2522 1000 

K. 25mm Diameter pipe    23 M 

L. Ditto. Above Ground level   13 M 100 3622 

M. Extra over 25mm pipe for  

25x25x25mm tee.    3 No 250 15 

N. Ditto. For 25mm bend. 

O. 19mm Diameter pipe ditto   11 M  

P. Ditto above ground level   3 M 180 1400 

       To Collection  N21350 

Extra over 19mm diameter pipe for  

19mm plug      3 No  

Ditto. For 19x32x32mm tee.    7 M 

Ditto above ground     4 M 

 

 

250 1500 

200 600 
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Tank B    

Underground Storage Tank 

Pressed steel tank 50,000 litres capacity  

complete with steel cover fixed on 

 mounted block on concrete base.  1 No 75,000 75,000 

Pressed steel tank 45,000 litre  

capacity on lower (measured separately) 1 No  45,000 45,000 

Include the provisional sum of  

#-----------------for 1 no gantry    Sum   35,000 

Include the provisional sum of  

#-----------------for connecting the  

external drainage to the mains.   Sum   15,000 

 

FIRE FIGHTING INSTALLATION  

Fire Hose Reels 

Pump: 

7.5 H.P. stork or other equal and 

 approved booster pump mounted on 

concrete bases with anchor bolts,  

according to the manufacturer’s  

instructions.       1 No  30,000 

To Collection N203,070 
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To Collection   203,070 
 Collection   
 CW/1 # 51,100 
 CW/2 # 21,350 
 CW/3 # 213,090 
 Estimate for 

Cold water 
installation 

 275,540 
274,540 

 
 
FILE FIGHTING INSTALLATION 

Fire Hose Reels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

“Augus Fire l.t.d” or other approved 

 equal automatic swing type Fire  

House Reel, model 3, Glass type cabinet 

25mm internal diameter new clinking 

reinforce enable hose pipe 10m long  

waited on a metal feel and (ised  resed  

or hinged) to the wall 6mm boro shut of  

nozzle 200kp pressure to Bs 5274  

minimum awing 1800 installed in accordance 

 with Ba 5366 part 1 1976.     2 No 135,000 270000 
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“Blake Borough” or approved equal Fire 

 Hydraulic to Bs 750 and Bs 53306 part  

1 1976l minimum [low 2050 litres per  

minute all the out let. Inlet pressure  

0.18Mn/m3, 32mm diameter round threads  

out let with self p operating frost valve or 

 drilled plug including Name plate to ba 325 

 and Hydrant chamber also 850mm x  

1 750mm x 1100mm deep 100mm thick  

plain in-situ concrete base; 150mm thick sand 

 crete block walls, 100mm thick reinforced  

precast concrete cover slab with opening for 

 and including 375mm x 225mm cast iron  

cover and frame.      2 No 25,000 50,000 

Portable Fire Extinguishers 

“Augus” or approved equal portable Fire 

 Extinguishers consisting of Gon catridge,  

foam, G Carbon Dioxide and ABC Types.  

12kg to Bs 5423 installed in accordance  

with Bs 5306 part 3 1980.    3 No 25,000 75,000 

fire fighting installation carried to summary      N395,822  
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CONTROL GEAT 
a. 8 – way 60 Amp TFN NCCB   

distribution board.   1 No 25,990 25,822 

b. PABX Panel Board to Engineer’s  

 Later details and speciation  1 No 150,822 15,822 

c. Fire Alarm Panel to Engineer’s  

 later details.     

CABLE  

d. 4 x 16mm2 pve insulated pve  

a healed cables drawn into  

conduct7 in prepared chases  

in floor slab.    120 M  

e. Ditto. Vertical in prepared  

chases in blockwork.  25 M 

f. General Earth bounding and 

earthling the entire structure.  Sum   25,000 

SANDTIES 

g. Mark the position of holes,  

mortise, chase and the like 

  in the foregoing structure.   Sum   30,095 

  

To Collection   30625 
       

      321,25 
  

250  3625 
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BUILDING’S WORK BY ELECTRICIAN 

Cut away and make good for 

equipment and control gear  8  No 3000  24000 

Test the whole foregoing  

installation in accordance with the  

rules and regulation of the ‘EEE’   Sum   20,000 
 
       To Collection  44,000 
 
       Collection   321,250 
       ES/1    30,625 
       ES/2    44,000 
      HAINS INSTALLATION  365,250 
     Carried to Summary    350,250 
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FINAL SUR/CIRCUITS LIGHTING 
INSTALLATION 
 
LITERALLY 
 
LIGHTING CIRCUITS WIRING INPED IN  
AT LIGHTING POINTS IN 2X15MM PVC 
INSULATED, PVC AHEALED CALES IN 
CUBLES AND CONDUCT INSTALLATION 
 
 
 

CABLES DROWN INTO CONDUCTS 
20MM CONDUCT 11 SEND IN PIURED 
CLEAR AND/OR EMBEDDED IN COUNT 
 

 
 

Writing in lightings points. 

 

Ditto but located externally  

Ditto but to 5 amp I gung I 

way switch, 

Ditto. 5 amp I gang 2 way 

switch. (provisional ) 

 
Radial circuit writing in 3x2.5mm2 
pvc insulated pvc sheated cables in 
cables and conduit installation 
 
Cable drawn into conduit as 
described before 
 
Writing in control point 
(regulators) 
 
Ditto ran outlet point 
 
                                                 
186 
 
ES/3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
33 
4 
 
11 
 
8 
32 
 
16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 
 
 
22 
 
411 
To 
correction 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
No 
 
No 
No 
 
No 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3300 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
72,00 
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Intercommunication between  
I an point and tan with 
Eligible cable not exceeding 
1.00m long 
 
Then by at her request and 
approved flush plate 
switches. 
 
5 amp one gang one way 
plate switch fixed in chases 
and/ or embedded in erroion.  
 
 
 
Ditto 2 way 
 
 
 
Filling  
 
Ceiling mounted 2 540w 11 
unicsent filling with opel 
different. 1700mm long 
plugged in concrete/ asbesles 
including 5 Amp lesminal 
allow looping in (tubes 
measured seperatly). 
 
 
1x60w ceiling filling with 
circular difference. 
 
2x60w round base fitting 
with opal differe fixed to 
celling soft. 

 
 
 
22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
16 
24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
25 
 
 
3 
 
 
8 
9 
 
 
5 

 
 
 
M  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No  
 
 
 
No  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
No  
 
 
No  
 
 
No  
 
 
No  

 
 
 
1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
750 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4,000 
 
 
4,000 
 
 
 
 
 
3500 

 
 
 
33,99.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
36,000 
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1x60w bowl filling 
rawplugged and fixed to 
ejockwork. 
 
Lamps fan and conllul units 
eir 
 
Include the sum in it 283,000 
in lamps, I an and round unit 
s (………) accelerated and 
obtain in maintain  aupplist 
 
                                              
187 
ES/3 
 
 
                                                 
profit 
 
 
 
 
attendance   
 
the position of bolea morticlases 
and the like in the cure for the 
lighting installation 
 
 
earth bounding and carthing 
lighting installation 
 
The lighting installation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sum 
 
 
no  
  
sum 
 
 
collection 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
26,250 
 
 
 
 
 
 
40,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
66,2 
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                                    186 
 
ES/3 

COLLECTION 
ES/3 
 
ES/4 
 
ES/3 
 
 
Lighting 
installation 
carried to 
summary 

 
434 
 
4862 
 
66 
 
 
986 
180 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Subcircuits installation 
 
 
Circuites willing in 1x2 5mm2 installation 
cable in cabes and aduit instullations 
 
Drown into count s 20mm in prepared 
change aunites is amp  
 
Circuit writing in 3x4.00mm2 instulation 
pvc sheated installation 
 
Ring to 15 amps sucket on let point 
 
 
Teanly or other requal and approved fash 
necession and approtriate boxes 
 
13 amp one gang switch sockt out let 
plasteic box plugged and out screved to 
blockwall. 
 
Ditto but 15/20 a,                                       
 
 
 
                                                 186 
 
 
ES/3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
27 
 
 
 
 
11 
38 
 
 
27 
 
 
 
 
11 
38 

 
 
 
 
 
 
No  
 
 
 
 
 
 No  
 
 
 
No  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4000 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
152,000 
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180,500 

 
 
 
Sundrles  
 
 

    

Hark  the 
pualton of 
holong muill  
ten. Chamten 
and the like in 
the anuctute for 
the pouel 
installation  

   4099 

General Earth  
bounding  and 
curthing  the 
power  
installation. 

    

Teat the 
installative. 
 
 

 
 
 

   

 To  
 
 

Collection                     
II 

400 

  
 
Collection  

                    
II 

 

 
 

           
E5                    

 6                                
II 

18050 
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         E5 7                                                 
II 

4099 

 
 
 

power Installation 
Carried to 
Summary 

                   
II    

22050 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frtrat low  voltage 
installation 
 

    

Telecommunication   
 
 

    

Internally  
 
 

    

Redial circuits  wiring 
in 0.90mm2 pye 
sheated  cable in 
cables and could it 
installation 
 
 

    

A. Cables drawn 
into conduit, 
20mm conduit 
lixed in prepared  
chased walls to  
telephone oulict  
points. 

 
Radial cirruil wiring in 

     15    No 3099 33,00 
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0.60mm2 pvc sheated 
cables in cables and 
conduit installation.  

 
B. Cables drawn 

into conduit. 
20mm conduit 
fixed in prepared 
chase walls to 
telephone dliect  
Idne outlet point. 

 
Accessories  

     1  No 3000 3099 
 

C. “stemens” of 
other equal and 
approved flush 
accessories and 
appropriate 
boxes.  
 
sundries 

      12   No 1500 1800 

D. Mark the position 
of hotes  murices 
chases and the 
like in the 
structure. 

     sum 1000 

E.  Allow  for  
providing of 
power supply to 
the PABX unit 
rectifier. 

Fire Alarms 

     “ 1500 

F. Including  a 
provisional sum 
of  N––––––for fire 
Alarms, 
transformer 
rectifier etc. 

   sum 50000 
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 EXTRA 
LOW 
VOLTAGE 

SUMMARY N 12% 

 
SUMMARY     

A. SAITARY INSTALLATION     239 
B. BOOST  COLD  WATER “    274 
C. FIRE   FIGHTING           “    395 
D. CONTINGERCY SUM    123 

 
 

    

E. POWER CABLES 
INSTALLATION  

    

F. MAINS                            “    520 
G. FIGHTING                       “     806 
H. POWER                           “     220 
I. LIGHTIN                          “     121,5 
J. EXTRA LOW VOLTAGE   “      129 
K. CONTINGENCY SUM     1000 

TOTAT ESTIMATE 
ELECTRICAL. INSTALLATION 
 

   1897 

1. MECHANICAL INSTALLATION    1228 
2. ELECTRICAL                   “    1887 

NECHNICAL AND 
ELECTRICAL SERVICES 
CARRIED TO  GENERAL 
SUMMARY  
 

  N 290 
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APPENDIX 3B 

FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY,  
P.M.B. 1526  

OWERRI 
 
To: AG. Director, PP&D Unit 
 
 
Ref: 

From: Principal Engr. (E/M), PP 
& D Unit 
 
Date: 20 August, 2004 

 
SUBJECT: 
 RE: COMPLETION OF M&E WORKS/VALUATION AT THE 
SCHOOL OF  HEALTH TECHNOLOGY, FUTO: SITE INSPECTION 
REPORT 
 
Based on the practical completion site inspection, the following items of works have 

been executed as stated below: 

 

1.0 MECHANICAL SERVICES (AS PAR BOQ) 

1.1 BOQ MS/1 (Sanity Installation) 

 

 Item A -Provisional sum for pipe work =100% 

  B -Low level WC suite  =100% 

  C -Wash basin   =100% 

  D -Toilet Roll holders  =0 %( Nil) 

  E -Mirrors   =0 %( Nil) 

 

1.2 BOQ MS/2 

 Item A  -Towel Rails   =0 %( Nil) 

 

1.3 BOQ CW/I (Boosted cold Water Installation) 

 Item A -100mm Dia pipe in floor slab =100% 

  B -Ditto in trench   =100% 
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  C -Ditto not exceeding 1.00m =100% 

  D -50mm Ditto   =1005 

  E -Ditto above ground level =100% 

  F -50x50x25mm tcc  =100% 

  G -50x40x32mm lee  =100% 

  H -50mm Gate Valve  =331/3% 

  I -50mm Non-Return Valve =50% 

  J -50x32mm Reducer (not bend) =100% 

 

 

BOQCW/2  

Item A                -40mm Dia pipe in trench =100%  

          B              – Ditto above ground level =100 

          C              -40x40x25mm tee 

          E                40x32 reducer (not bend ) =50% 

          F             –Ditto above ground ;llevel =100% 

          E                32mmDia pipe in trench  =100%  

         G                32mm bend =100% 

         H-P             – pipes and accessories =100% 

 BOQCW/3   

 Items A-E pipe accessories =100%  

 F                 – 9000 litre (2No 1000 gallon ) Gee Pee Tank 

                      4500 litre (2No 1000Gallon Gee Pee Tank  

                      50,000litre pressed  steel recommended ) Done /Accepted 

                    (45,000 litre pressed  steel recomsanded ) Done/accepted 

 H                   Gantary  =0% (nil)  Jconnection to mains  = 100% 

 K                   pump  =0%9nil) 

 BOQCW/5 (fire fighting installation ) 

 Item A – fire horse red   =0% 

          B fire hydrant  =0%(nil) 

          C fire Extinguisher  =0%  
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ELLECTRICAL SERVICES 

 BOQES/1 

 Item A             MCCB Board -0%  

          B             PABX  = 0%  C  - fire alarm panel  = 0% (nil)  

          D               4x16 mm2PVC/PVC cable -0% (nil) 

          E              Ditto in block work  - 0 %  

          F             General earthing   30% 

         G             Holes morticese  - 100% 

 

 2.2 BOQES/2 

Ite A              provition for Equipment /control gear  -0% (nil) 

     B              Testing  -80%  

  

2.3 BOQES/3 (final subcecuit lighting installation)  

 ItemA   - Condit piping / Wiring for   - N/A 

         B    – Lighting points   -100% 

         C   - External lighting points -4/11 done 

        D   – switches (1 gang, 1 way) -100% 

        E            - Switches (1gang 2way) 100% 

        F            -  Condit piping wi9ring for N/A  

       G            –  Fan regulators   -100% 

      H            -  Fan out let points   -100% 

 2.4 BOQES/3 

 Item   A               Interconnection between Fan /Fan point with flex cable   

-100% 

             B         5amp one way switch – 100% 

             C  5amp 2way switch 100% 

 Item  D  - 2x40w florescent fitting s  -100% 

            E  - 1x66 ceiling fittings -100%  

            F  - Round base fitting  100% G Bowi fitting  100% 
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            H -  provisional sum for fans, lamps etc -100% 

  

 2.5  BOQES/5 

  Item a-c  

             D       –Earthing  100% 

             E         Testing  - 100%  

 

2.6 BOQES/6 ( final sub circuit/ power installation) 

    Item  A          condict piping /wiring for 13 A sockets – 100% 

               B          Ditto for 15A socket  -100%  

              C            13A socket  - 100% 

              D          15/20 A SOCKET   -100% 

  

 2.7 BOQES/7  

 Item    A          – Holes mortacies ,chases for power installation  - 100% 

              B            Earthing   -100%  

              C            testing   - 100%  

 

 2.8 BOQES/8 ( lighting protection installation ) 

 Item     A            –copper spike conductor  -100% 

            B/c           25mmx3mmcoper tape  100% 

              D            Earth basket    -100% 

              E             Inspection Chamber  -100% 

              F             Excavation   100%    

             G              Test clamp   0% (nil)  

  

2.9 BOQES/9 – Extra  LV installation  

Item   A            Condict piping / wiring for telephone socket  -100% 

           B             Ditto for direct lines -0 %  

           C              Accessories / boxes - 0% (nil) 

 Item D             Holes, mortises, chases  -100% 
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          E               power supply to PAVX   -100% 

          F               fire alarm ( smoke directors , Break Glass Units ) panel 

/Accessories  -0% (nil) 

 

 

 A copy of this memo should be sent to the quantity surveyor to enable them 

prepare the relevant valuation for this Contractor . 

 
 
 
 Engr .R.F.Okere 

 Principal Engr. (E/M) 
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APPENDIX 3C 
 

FEDEEAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY ,-- 
P.M.B. 1526 

OWERRI 
MEMORANDUMP.M.B 

To: Ag  Director, PP& D Unit 
 
 
 
Ref: 

From: THE Principal Engr. 
(E/M) PP7D Unit 

 
 
Date: 23 May, 2005 

Subject: 

RE: M&E SERVICES CONTRACT AT SCHOOL OF HEALTH 

TECHNOLOGY-  FINAL SITE INSPECTION REPORT  

 

Following the final inspection carried out on Friday May, 2005, the 

following item of works were still outstanding:  

1.0           MECHANICAL SERVICES (BOQ) 

1.1  MS/01 –Item D-Chromium –Platted Toilet Holder 

1.2   Ditto  -Item E- silvered  Float Mirror  

1.3  MS/02 –Item A –Tower Rail 

1.4  MS/05- Item A-Fire Hose Reels  

1.5  Ditto – Item B –Fire Hydrant  

1.6  Ditto – Item C-Fire Extinguisher 

2.0   ELETRIC SERVICES 

2.1  ES/01 -Item B -PABX 

2.2  Ditto    -Item C  -Fire Alarm Panel 

2.3  Ditto  -Item D&E -feeder cables 

2.4  Ditto  -Item F -Earthing (only 50%) 

2.5ES/09  -Item E  -Power supply to    PABX 

Moreover, the extent of completion of the following  works should also be 

noted : 
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3.0   MECHANICAL SERVICES 

3.1  CW/3 Item F&G -2NO 3000 liters Teepee Tank  

installed:1NoGround Elveted 

3.2  Ditto-Item K -15hp pump (1No) installed. 

4.0  ELECRICAL SERVICES 

4.1  ES/9-Item F   -only piping and wiring of fire alarm 

circuitries 

4.2   Ditto –Item C  -only pipuiing and wiring of telephone 

socket points done. The following defects have been noticed: 

5.0  MECHNICAL SERVICES 

5.1  CW/3 –Item H Concrete plat form for ground Tank has been 

craced badly and it is sinking.while it is bearing a load of 3000 litres of 

water 

 

Engr. R.F Okere 

 Principal Engr.(E/M) 

 PP7D Unit 

 

 
 
 


